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Summary in English

30% of electrical energy is being consumed by households, and the demand for energy is increas-
ing rapidly causing a strain on existing electricity solutions. Electricity production plants have
been seen on larger scales but they have failed to reach everysingle potential user of electricity.
The demand for electricity is rapidly growing in urban areasas people are migrating towards
the big cities. So governments around the world are focusingon the electricity needs in urban
areas and on the industrialized special economic zones consuming all their resources and leaving
behind rural electrification. However, electricity demandin developed countries is far more dif-
ferent than the developing countries. Developed countriesneed massive supply of electricity for
its own cities for future exponential demand whereas developing countries needs to lift up their
un-electrified population with supplying electricity for livelihood along side with urban demand.
The price of electricity is increasing every day as well.

With this immense opportunity for off-grid electricity production in energy field new renewable
energy and technological devices are getting lots of attention around the world. A wind energy
convertor is seen as the most potential energy convertor to supply electricity and has gone through
technological developments in last two decades. Wind energy convertors are growing bigger in
size and going through new design procedures on a massive scale that the world has never seen
before, as big as 10 MW wind energy convertors. Today wind turbines are the biggest structures
on the earth. The knowledge and experiences from aviation and a construction industry has
made quicker developments in the wind turbines. This research work is aimed at design and
development of a small wind turbine.

Mainly, there is the horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) andvertical axis wind turbine (VAWT).
HAWTs are more popular than VAWTs due to failure of VAWT commercialization during the late
of 1980s on a large scale. However, in recent research work ithas been documented that VAWTs
are more economical and suitable for urban use due to their noise-free and aesthetic design. Still
there is a room to improve the efficiency of the VAWTs since they are not completely understood.
The reason for smaller development of VAWTs is the non-availability of an accurate aerodynamic
model and very few experimental data for validation. In thisPhD research, a development of
wind turbine rotor is planned based on the multi-element airfoil technology used in aviation for
aeroplanes.

A method of experimental and numerical analysis is combinedtogether for successful research.
A double-element airfoil design is carried out, and the windtunnel testing of double-element
airfoil is performed. It is found that the aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil increased
considerably by delaying the angle of stall. These two factsare very suitable for vertical axis
wind turbine since they operate in a larger range of angle of attack, ±40◦, compared to the
horizontal axis wind turbines which operate in the range of attack,±15◦. A new design of vertical
axis wind turbine is then proposed, and aerodynamic performance is evaluated based on double
multiple stream tube methods. The performance parameters are almost doubled compared to the
traditional straight-bladed vertical axis wind turbine. Theoretical study of blade pitch control
methods for a vertical axis wind turbine has also been carried and compared with each other.

November, 2015
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Summary in Danish

30% af elektrisk energi, som forbruges af husholdninger, ogefterspørgslen efter energi er sti-
gende hurtigt forårsage en stamme på eksisterende el-løsninger. El produktionsanlæg har blevet
set på større skalaer, men de har undladt at nå hver eneste potentiel bruger af elektricitet. Efter-
spørgslen efter elektricitet er hastigt voksende i byområder, som folk er tiltrukket de store byer.
Så regeringer verden fokuserer på el-behov i byerne områderog på de industrialiserede særlige
økonomiske zoner indtager alle deres ressourcer og forlader bag elektrificering i landdistrikter.
Men elektricitet efterspørgsel i de udviklede lande er langt mere anderledes end udviklings-
landene. De udviklede lande har brug for massiv forsyning afelektricitet til sine egne byer
for fremtidig eksponentiel efterspørgsel mens udviklingslandene har behov for at løfte deres
un-elektrificeret befolkning med at levere elektricitet til levebrød langs siden med urban efter-
spørgsel. Prisen på elektricitet er stigende hver dag, så godt.

Med denne enorme mulighed for off-grid elproduktion på energiområdet nye vedvarende energi
og teknologiske enheder bliver masser af opmærksomhed i hele verden. Et vindenergi konverter
ses som themost potentielle energi konverter til at levere elektricitet og er gået igennem tek-
nologiske udvikling i de sidste to årtier. Vindenergi omformere vokser større i størrelse og går
gennem nye design procedurer på en massiv skala, som verden aldrig har set før, så stor som 10
MW vindenergi konvertere. I dag er vindmøller er de største strukturer på jorden. Den viden
og erfaringer fra luftfart og en byggebranchen har gøres hurtigere udvikling i vindmøller. Denne
forskning er rettet mod design og Udviklingen af lille en vindmølle.

Hovedsageligt er der den vandrette akse vindmølle (HAWT) oglodrette akse vindmølle (VAWT).
HAWTs aremore populære end VAWTs grund af svigt af VAWT kommercialisering i slutningen
af 1980’erne på en stor skala. Men i nyere forskning arbejde,det er dokumenteret, at VAWTs
er mere økonomisk og egnet til brug i byområder på grund af deres støjfri og æstetiske design.
Still der er plads til at forbedre effektiviteten af de VAWTsda de ikke er helt forstået. Årsagen
til mindre udvikling af VAWTs er den manglende adgang til en præcis aerodynamisk model og
meget få eksperimentelle data til validering. I denne Ph.d.-forskning, udvikling af vindmøllero-
tor planlægges baseret på multi-element airfoil teknologi, der anvendes inden for luftfarten til
flyvemaskiner.

En metode til eksperimentel og numerisk analyse er kombineret sammen for vellykket forskning.
En dobbelt-element airfoil design udføres, og afprøvning af dobbelt-element vindtunnelen airfoil
udføres. Det konstateres, at de aerodynamiske egenskaber af bæreplanet forøges betydeligt ved
at forsinke vinkel stall. Disse to kendsgerninger er meget velegnet til lodrette akse vindmølle da
de opererer i et større sortiment af angrebsvinkel,±40◦, i forhold til den vandret akse vind tur-
bineswhich opererer i området for angreb,±15◦. En ny konstruktion af vertikal akse vindmølle
derefter foreslået, og aerodynamik er evalueret baseret pådobbelt flere stream rør metoder. De
performance parametre er næsten fordoblet i forhold til traditionel straight-bladet lodrette akse
vindmølle. Teoretisk undersøgelse af bladet pitch kontrolmetoder til en lodret akse vindmølle er
også blevet foretaget og sammenlignet med hinanden

Prasad V.D. Chougule
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 Wind energy convertors

Kinetic energy of a wind flow is converted into the mechanicalenergy by using different devices
often called ’windmills’ because it is used to grind the grain, and it is also used to pump the
water. The automatic grain grinding and water pumping systems were invented 20 centuries ago,
and operated on wind forces. The historical evidence of the earliest known design of the vertical
axis system developed in Persia about 500-900 AD has been found, but the exact functioning of
the water transport is not clear. The first known documented design is also of a Persian windmill;
this one had vertical sails made up of bundles of reeds or woodattached to the central vertical
shaft by a horizontal struts. In this Persian panemone design, the rotor can only harvest half
of the wind striking the collection area. In modern days, thekinetic energy of the wind flow is
converted into electrical energy by the wind turbines. The panemone windmill is one of the least
efficient, but most commonly reinvented (and patented in modern days) wind turbine concepts,
eventually called vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT). In Europe, between 1270 AD, and 1390
AD new configurations of windmills were developed in which rotor rotates about the horizontal
axis, called horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs). This was the technological break through
at that point of time, since a drag-operated horizontal axiswindmill is almost twice as efficient
as the drag-operated Persian vertical axis windmill. The lift-operated windmill based on sails
was designed by the Dutch in late 18th century, which has almost all features of a modern wind
turbine blade. These features constitute a camber along theleading edge, a blade twist along
the length, a placement of the spar at the quarter chord position and the aerodynamic center at
the same position. A historical development of the windmillis given in ’Wind Turbine Technol-
ogy’(Spera 2009).

A Finnish engineer, Sigurd Savonius, invented a drag-operated VAWT in 1922 called the Savo-
nius rotor (Savonious 1931). Later on, the French aeronautical engineer George Darrieus in-
vented a new rotor of VAWT type which became well known withinits type in 1931 (Darrieus
1931). During 1930 to 1940, many wind turbines were installed in the US to produce electric-
ity. But the development of the wind turbines stopped due to the invention of the steam engine
and its ability to convert heat energy into a mechanical power and thereby electrical energy. In
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2 Chapter 1 – Introduction

(a) Small horizontal axis wind
turbine (HAWT)

(b) Darrieus vertical axis wind
turbine (VAWT)

(c) Straight bladed vertical axis
wind turbine (VAWT)

Figure 1.1 Wind turbine configurations

1970s, the oil crisis cause increase in the development of big sized VAWT and HAWT designs.
Due to less efficiency and the mechanical periodic vibrationof the column structure of a VAWT,
they lost the interest of researchers and the companies. By late 1980s, researchers developed
moderns wind turbines with sophisticated control mechanisms for a HAWT. HAWT’s essentially
have blades with an aerodynamic shape which operates on liftforce.

Figure 1.1 (a) is a typical three-bladed horizontal axis wind turbine. Figure 1.1 (b) is a photo of
the Darrieus egg beater shaped wind turbine which is not a small wind turbine type in this case.
Figure 1.1 (c) shows the three-straight bladed vertical axis wind turbines. The photographs have
been taken from an open source on the internet. The present PhD project is focused on small
VAWTs and HAWTs in the range of 1kw to 100 kw. Therefore, assumptions and procedures
discussed in this study are related to small wind energy convertors.

1.2 Political effect on development of wind turbines

Wind energy convertors are getting more notice in the energycrisis all over the world. The Di-
rective2009/28/EC on renewable energy, implemented by Member States by December 2010,
has sets ambitious targets for all Member States in that the EU will reach a 20% share of energy
from renewable sources by 2020 and a 10% share of renewable energy specifically in the trans-
port sector (Energy 2012). In addition to that, the radiation leakage from the nuclear power plant
in Japan in 2011 has meant that renewable energy has gotten tremendous attention in public and
with politicians. Immediately after that, a public protestto close down the nuclear power plants
took place in Germany, and the European Union kicked off a public debate on extending 2020
renewable energy targets to 2030. Denmark has been first country in the world to reach the 20%
target of renewable energy dependency and has set new targets for 2020 (Denmark 2012). They
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1.3 An overview of the problem 3

are summarized here: i) more than 35% of renewable energy in final consumption, ii) approxi-
mately 50% of electricity consumption to be supplied by windpower, iii) 7.6% reduction in gross
energy consumption in relation to 2010, and iv) 34% reduction in greenhouse gas emmisions in
relation to 2010. All these policies bring a huge amount of money into the development of wind
turbines, and today modern wind turbines are growing biggerand bigger with offshore instal-
lations. Today modern horizontal axis wind turbines have reached to their maximum practical
efficiency between 42 to 45% (Hansen 2008). Due to the availability of funds and the demand
of high energy, the development focus has shifted towards bigger sized and optimized designs
to reduce the cost of energy produced. The size of a modern HAWT is getting bigger, making
it very expensive for offshore transportation and maintenance. Also, there is a focus towards
technological change, such as direct drive wind turbines eliminating gearboxes and rethinking of
different configurations such as lift-operated vertical axis wind turbines. The technological shift
in wind power has resulted in different wind turbine designson a Mega watt scale. Design of a
Aerogenerator 10MW vertical axis wind turbine (Aerogenerator 2010). The first deep wind (150
m) 5MW baseline design of a Darrieus floating type has been launched in Norway (Paulsenet al.
2012). A document was published on ’Tilting at Wind Mills’ focusing on ultility scale VAWT
towards 10MW and beyond (Eurowind 2005).

1.3 An overview of the problem

The VAWTs have advantages over the HAWTs such as: a simple construction, less maintenance,
economical, noiseless operation, highly suitable for building integration and urban use (Eriksson
et al. 2008),(Bhuttaet al. 2012). But the fact that the VAWTs are less efficient than HAWTs
has been ignored by the researchers in the development of more accurate analytical models,
meaning a commercial failure of the VAWT products. Recently, it has been understood that
the small VAWTs are more economical and suitable for household applications due to the rapid
increase in electricity prices at the moment (Erikssonet al. 2008). There has been new inventions
of the VAWT which overcomes the drawback of less efficiency and which are substitutes to a
small HAWT. A review of such designs and techniques of VAWTs is summarized by Bhutta and
coauthors (Bhuttaet al. 2012), the performance of these designs are also compared. Due to new
airfoil shapes and a more clear understanding of the flow physics around VAWTs has proven that
the they are as efficient as HAWTs.

The earlier research carried out by the Sandia National Laboratory, Natural Resources Canada
and several commercial companies using straight-bladed VAWT models used mainly symmetric
airfoils. The airfoils used in all earlier research of VAWTsare usually designed for a low altitude
flight conditions of the airplane by a National Advisory Committee of Aeronautics (NACA). A
reason for this is that the physical condition of the air flow around an aeroplane resembles the
physical condition around the VAWT (Islamet al. 2007). However, it is important to keep in
mind that the other aspects such as the structural strength of the blade differs dramatically in both
cases. A VAWT blade with thin airfoil gives highest maximum power coefficient; however, in
case of a low altitude flying bi-plane the wings must be thick.So the thickness of the airfoil cross
section will change the aerodynamic characteristics. Hence it is critical to decide the airfoil and
the optimized dimensions in application to VAWTs. The self-start problem is associated with
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4 Chapter 1 – Introduction

symmetric airfoil shape, if it is solved by new airfoil design it will be a significant contribution
in the VAWT field. Therefore, it is necessary to select a proper airfoil which fulfills the low
Reynolds number condition as well as aerodynamic load conditions of the VAWT. Typically,
a VAWT with a Reynolds number around 500,000 with which thereis a high chance of flow
separation, and it has been considered to be the most difficult part of the flow physics of an
airfoil. However, few airfoils exist which work even for a Reynolds number < 200,000 (Selig
et al. 1995). The flow under a Reynolds number of 200,000 is a combination of the laminar and
turbulent flow, and there is a possibility of the bubble formation which soon separates the flow.
One more critical parameter is the boundary layer which is very small as compared to that of
the aeroplane wings. All these parameters need to be taken into consideration in the design of
a VAWT blade. Apart from the mentioned physics problems associated with the low Reynolds
number airfoil, other design problems of VAWT can be summarized as follows:

❶ Self starting issues due to low torque

❷ Low power efficiency

❸ Less adaptable for building integration

The aerodynamics of a VAWT is still not fully developed as theaerodynamics of the HAWT.
However, it is possible to predict the performance of a VAWT with available aerodynamic models
based on streamtube method (Paraschivoiu 2009).

1.4 An overview of the solution

In last decade, many new design configurations of the VAWT have been invented, and the ef-
ficiency has considerably improved as compared to the efficiency of the horizontal axis wind
turbine. Significantly improved vertical axis wind turbineconfigurations and their advantageous
are mentioned in Table 1.

The efficiency of a VAWT can be improved by the different methods: aerodynamic design of
a VAWT blade, combination of different configurations of theVAWT, use of series of fixed
blades infront of the rotor blade, and use of the diffuser to increase the wind speed at the inlet
of the rotor. All these methods are well know, and the improvement in the efficiency is a few
percents which is not sufficient enough to compare with the efficiency of a HAWT. There has
been successful attempts to improve the VAWT efficiency which is comparable with the HAWT
(Darrieus 1931), (Pontaet al. 2007), (Sharpeet al. 2010), (Gorelovet al. 2008). Vertical axis
wind turbines mentioned in Table 1 use special blade geometry which is expensive, and most of
them are complex designs. In a traditional Darrieus turbine, the blades rotate around a central
vertical axis. In the variable-geometry oval-trajectory (VGOT) configuration, each blade instead
of rotating around a central vertical axis, slides over rails mounted on a wagon formed by a
reticulated structure supported by standard train boogiesas shown in Figure 1.2 (a) (Pontaet al.
2011). Each wagon contains its own electrical generation system coupled to the power wheels,
and the electricity is collected by a classical third rail system. The power efficiency is so high due
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Table 1.1 Existing VAWT configurations

Sr.No. Source Name of Wind Turbine Efficiency Advantageous
1. (Darrieus 1931) Darrieus rotor 42% Suitable for mega

egg-beater shape watt application
2. (Islamet al. 2007) Darrieus rotor 23% Simple construction

straight bladed
3. (Pontaet al. 2007) Darrieus rotor variable 57% Unique design

geometry oval trajectory
4. (Sharpeet al. 2010) Cross flex wind turbine 38% Useful in high

rise building
5. (Gorelovet al. 2008) Darrieus-Masgrowe 40% Self start at

(two tier rotor) low wind speed
6. (Wakuiet al. 2000) Combined Savonious 35% Self start

and Darrieus rotor

(a) Variable-geometry oval-
trajectory wind turbine

(b) Crossflex wind turbine (c) Darrieus-Masgrowe two tier
rotor

Figure 1.2 Various existing VAWT wind turbines

to the reason that most of the time the blade remains perpendicular to the wind direction which
means the inflow wind remains constant in VOGT, whereas a traditional Darrieus rotor blade
subject to the variable flow both in magnitude and angle of incident along the path. Secondly,a
VOGT configuration increases the area swept by the blade (which depends on the blade height
and the trajectory width across the direction of the incoming wind), with a smaller increment
in the path length compared to a circular trajectory of traditional Darrieus rotor. It is a highly
expensive solution and involves very complemented design procedure due to rail trajectory. A
VOGT is not practically feasible in a small-scale wind turbine and also not suitable for urban
application where space contains is very tight.

Figure 1.2 (b) shows the Crossflex wind turbine which has a very good aesthetic design and
perfectly suitable for building integration along with improved efficiency. The blade design in-
corporates the low solidity and light weight structure forming highly flexible blades. The inherent
advantages of flexibility induces a twisting in the blade during high wind speed conditions which
helps improve the aerodynamic performance by optimized flowconditions. Crossflex is the only
turbine available for high rise buildings, and despite its many advantages over the traditional
Darrieus egg beater shaped wind turbine still, there is an issue of self start. Also, the maximum
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6 Chapter 1 – Introduction

efficiency is achieved at high wind speed> 14m/s. Figure 1.2 (c) shows the two tier Darrieus-
Msgrowe wind turbine by Gorelov et. al. (Gorelovet al. 2008). This turbine has an efficiency of
the nearly same as the traditional Darrieus rotor; however,a problem of self start has been solved
by increased solidity. The question of use in building integration still exists with all above wind
turbine configurations except for the Cross flex wind turbineconfiguration (Sharpeet al. 2010),
but its maximum efficiency can be achieved at wind speed> 14m/s.

In the present PhD project, the problem of a low efficiency of the H-Darrieus straight-bladed
VAWT is addressed. The problem of self start with the VAWT canbe solved with a proper selec-
tion of an airfoil. A VAWT efficiency is proportional to the lift force which in turn corresponds
to the lift coefficient of selected airfoil. An increases in the lift coefficient directly increases the
power efficiency which is the main focus of this PhD project. The lift coefficient of an airfoil
is a characteristic that depends on the shape and the Reynolds number at which it is operating.
In a VAWT, it is known that they operates at a very low Reynoldsnumber so by considering
Re=200,000 an airfoil is selected which is suitable for thiscondition. The aim is to improve the
efficiency significantly by keeping simplicity in the blade design. A multi-element airfoil tech-
nology used in the aviation industry is the economical and most practically feasible solution to
the problem (Buhl 2009), (Lew 2011), (GE 2011). Hence a two-element airfoil blade design is
incorporated in the VAWT blade design. The challenge involved in this case is the proper selec-
tion of an airfoil and the design of a two-element airfoil. Wind tunnel testing of the two-element
airfoil is performed to determine the aerodynamic characteristics, mainly lift and drag coeffi-
cients. The experimental set-up ofD2A − V AWT is done to test the performance in outdoor
environment, and the numerical model is validated. An active blade pitch control mechanism is
designed forD2A− V AWT which is another source of complexity and has been implemented,
and specific test results are discussed extensively.

1.5 Research background

The VAWTs have more advantages than the HAWTs in urban and remote location and this has
attracted the interest of researchers in the last decade andhas resulted in the new configurations
of VAWTs designs reviewed in (Erikssonet al. 2008) and (Bhuttaet al. 2012). The main
difference in the configurations of the VAWT from the recent development can be found on the
website (Seao2 ). The performance of a VAWT is basically determined by aerodynamic load
models in which the flow around the wind turbine blades is analysed. The flow field around the
VAWT was first addressed by (Templin 1974). This method is termed as the Single Stream Tube
Method (SSTM) originally developed for curved blade VAWT. The SSTM method is based on the
approach of propeller or windmill actuator disk theories inwhich the induced velocity assumed
to be constant and directly related to the wind turbine drag.This method overestimates the power
output at stalling region of the airfoil, and the maximum rotor efficiency (approximately 0.2) is
achieved at low value of the design solidity. Subsequently,the SSTM was improved for the
Multiple Stream Tube Model (MSTM) by dividing swept the volume of the turbine as a series
of adjacent stream tubes (Strickland 1975). MSTM uses the Glauert’s blade element theory and
the time average stream wise momentum equation. A theocratical model for defining a flow
physics around VAWTs is given in Chapter 4. Further, the MSTMwas improved by dividing
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the rotor into two halves: upwind zone and downwind zone. Thereduction of induced velocity
at the downwind zone was later introduced in (Paraschivoiu 1981) which was named DMSTM.
In the mid 1980s a lot of work was done on prediction of the performance of the Darrieus rotor
aerodynamics at the Bombardier Aeronautical Chair Research Group, and computer programs
were developed (Paraschivoiu 1984). A Stream tube model anda 3D viscous flow model were
based on steady incompressible flow conditions, which were not sufficient enough to predict
correct aerodynamic loads.

There are very few articles which use computational fluid dynamics simulation to predict the
correct performance. A 3D simulation of a VAWT using CFD software is performed, and results
are validated by a wind tunnel test in recent research (Castelli et al. 2011). Still, the power
efficiency is observed to be quite low. There is a scope for researching in aerodynamics of airfoil
and rotor design to improve the power efficiency of VAWTs. In general, a VAWT consists of three
blades with a straight, curved, helical or spiral geometry to improve the efficiency. Aerodynamic
blade design helps improve the efficiency. Therefore, the aerodynamic characteristics (lift and
drag coefficients) of airfoils are very important to obtain correctly for maximum power output
from the VAWT. The NACA series symmetric airfoils are mainlyused for VAWT blade design.
In a study conducted at TU Delft (Claessens 2006), a new airfoil was designed with refer to
NACA0018 airfoil. Du-06-W200 airfoil was designed with an increase in thickness by 2% and
in the camber by 0.8%, which improved the power coefficient by8% at a tip speed ratio of 3.

Despite great variety in the VAWT configurations, they all suffer from low starting torque, low
lift force which results low efficiency. To achieve the highest possible power coefficient, a high
lift airfoil design configuration is proposed in the currentPhD research. High lift coefficients
for airfoils are obtained by multiple element airfoil technology used in the aviation industry.
The working principle of a multiple element airfoil is nicely addressed in (Smith 1975). In the
current PhD research, two airfoils are used to design a VAWT blade. 2D CFD simulations are
performed for double-element airfoil and validated with wind tunnel testings. The prototype of
proposed design of a VAWT is manufactured, and testing of thenew design is done. The design
incorporates the active blade pitching mechanism to changethe blade pitch angle.

The proposed design configuration of VAWT is termedD2A − V AWT in the current PhD
project. The research includes a review of airfoil designs for use in VAWTs and design of differ-
ent VAWTs.

1.6 Thesis outline

Chapter 1 ’ Introduction’ : A review of historical and modern wind energy convertors is given
in section 1.1. A short explanation of the importance of a VAWT compared to a HAWT is also
described. Section 1.2 focus on polical influence on development of VAWTs and the current
government policies. Section 1.3 summarizes problems in understanding flow physics around a
VAWT and technological challenges of a small VAWT. The existing solutions to these challenges
are described in section 1.4. A research background of the development of the vertical axis wind
turbine is discussed in section 1.5, and in section 1.6 PhD thesis outline is given.
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8 Chapter 1 – Introduction

Chapter 2 ’Wind Turbine Theory’: A method of double actuator disk theory is explained in sec-
tion 2.1 used to describe the aerodynamics of VAWT. Section 2.1 describes the blade element
moment method for VAWT. A comparison of HAWT and a VAWT is given in section 2.3. Fur-
ther, section 2.4 gives various methods to improve the efficiency of the H-Darrieus VAWT with
numerical examples of each method. A comparative study of different methods such as number
of blades, airfoil shape, two-element airfoil and the active blade pitch control for efficiency im-
provement is discussed. Finally, a concluding remarks are of the chapter 2 are mentioned in the
section 2.5.

Chapter 3 ’The Multi-Element Airfoil’: A review of multi-element airfoil technology is given in
section 3.1 with possible adaption in a wind turbine application. The technology is well-know
in the aviation industry and has not been practically implemented into the wind turbine area.
However, use of multi-element airfoil in application to wind turbine have been recently initiated.
Section 3.2 focuses on the airfoil selection and the two-element airfoil arrangement and explained
the design used in this PhD thesis. Section 3.2 describes thewind tunnel testing and results are
also be discussed. In a section 3.4 a performance of a two-element airfoil is determined by a CFD
simulation, and a validation of a CFD model is carried out by awind tunnel experiment on the
test specimen. Section 3.5 concludes the outcome of Chapter3 and completion first milestone of
this PhD thesis.

Chapter 4 ’Aerodynamic Load Modeling’: Section 4.1 describes the different aerodynamic mod-
els used in the performance evaluation of VAWT. Also, numerical example of all models is given.
Section 4.2 describes the mechanical model ofD2A−V AWT with details of geometric param-
eters of the experimental set-up. An aerodynamic load modelis derived forD2A − V AWT
by using the double multiple stream tube method (DMSTM). Section 4.3 the gives results of
the numerical simulation ofD2A − V AWT for performance evaluation, and it is validated by
experimental results. Section 4.4 gives the concluding remarks of the design ofD2A− V AWT
and its performance improvement due to implementation of a two-element airfoil.

Chapter 5 ’Pitch Controller’: This chapter is dedicated to the pitch control design for VAWT.
Section 5.1 gives a review of the pitch control mechanism used for a VAWT. A design of an
active blade pitch control mechanism for VAWT is critical due to the rotor speed and the actuator
complexities. Therefore, it is separately addressed in section 5.2. Improvement in the efficiency
of aD2A−V AWT due to active blade pitch controller is numerically determined and explained
in section 5.3. Finally, concluding remarks of Chapter 5 aresummarized.

Chapter 6 ’Conclusion and Future Research’:Finally, concluding remarks from this thesis are
given and future research work is mentioned.

Necessary details such as theories, mathematical expressions, nomenclatures are documented in
the appendices followed by the list of references.
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CHAPTER 2
Wind turbine theory

Efficiency of a wind energy convertor is the amount of kineticenergy of the wind flow which can
be practically extracted. This quantity is given by a dimensionless number or in terms of per-
centage. According to the Betz’s limit theoretically 59.4%of the kinetic energy of the wind flow
can be converted to mechanical energy. However, in practicethe maximum achievable energy
possible is up to 45%, claimed by manufactures of the mega watt wind turbine (Hansen 2008).
It is important to know the efficiency of a HAWT and a VAWT for a comparative study. There
are different methods of determination of efficiency, and they have all been experimentally vali-
dated. A momentum method and blade element method are very popular in HAWTs and VAWTs
[(Hansen 2008), (Paraschivoiu 2009)]. The aim of this chapter is to derive the equations for
efficiency calculation and compare the efficiency of the HAWTand a VAWT with an numerical
example. Finally conclusions on the importance of the efficiency of wind energy convertors, and
summarized objective of the PhD thesis are given.

2.1 Double actuator disk momentum theory for VAWT

In vertial axis wind turbines, the wind passes twice throughthe rotor swept area and the induced
velocities differ on the upstream and the down stream half ofthe swept surface. The VAWT
can be represented by two disks in tandem at each level of the rotor according to the Lapin’s
concept (Lapin 1975) as shown in Figure 2.1. The first disk represents the upstream half of the
surface swept by the blades, and the second disk represents the down stream half of the rotor.
In the actuator disk theory, the induced velocity on the upstream half of the rotorV1 is constant
and similar forV2 on the down-stream surface. With this assumption, the drag coefficientsCD1

andCD2
are calculated for the upstream and down-stream halves of the blade rotation. The

drag coefficient may also be calculated by a momentum theory,then compared to those derived
from the blade theory. When both theories converge, an iterative procedure is used to obtain the
solution. Once the induced velocities on each disk and the drag coefficients are known, we can
determine the loads and the performance of the Darrieus rotor.

In the momentum theory, it is assumed that the flow is inviscid, steady, one dimensional and
without swirl (Newman 1983). With the above assumptions, (Newman 1983), showed that the
maximum power coefficient for the double disks isCpmax = 16/25 = 0.64 compared with the
single disk Betz limit16/27(0.593).
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10 Chapter 2 – Wind turbine theory

Disk 1

Wind Turbine Axis
Disk 2

V∞V1V2V3

Wake

Figure 2.1 A pair of actuator disk in tandem.

The static pressure and the velocity in the approaching undisturbed stream areρ∞ andV∞ re-
spectively. In Figure (2.2) the streamline pattern is illustrated.

v

v

p∞ p∞p1p2

V∞V1V2

V3

V3

V3

Wake

p3p4

D1D2

Figure 2.2 Streamline pattern across a pair of actuator disk

Let A be the total area of each disk,V the induced velocity in the first disk andV1 the induced
velocity through the second actuator disk. The pressure drops on the first actuator disk fromp1
andp2 and the resulting drag is denoted by theD1. Similarly, the drag on the second actuator
disk D2 is a result of the pressure drop fromp3 to p4 (Fig. 2.2). The momentum equation is
applied to two control volumes shown in Fig 2.3 (the annulus control volumes 1 and 2) and the
control volumes 3, 4, 5 in Fig 2.4.
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vv

vv

p∞p0p1p2p3p4p5p∞

V∞

V∞

V∞
V1V2V3

VΩ

VΩ

T1

Ta

A0 − a0
A− a

Aw − aw

aA

Figure 2.3 Annulus control volume 1 and 2

v
v
v

p∞p0p1p2p3p4p5p∞

V∞

V∞

V∞
V1V2V3

Ta

T2

a0
aw

aA

Figure 2.4 Annulus control volume 3,4, and 5

Control volume 1

Continuity equation:

ρ (A0 − a0)V∞ = ρ (A− a) = ρ (Aw − aw)V∞ (2.1)
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Bernoulli’s equation:

p∞ +
1

2
ρ V 2

∞
= p1 +

1

2
ρ V 2

1 (2.2)

p2 +
1

2
ρ V 2 = p∞ +

1

2
ρ V 2

Ω (2.3)

Momentum equation:

T1 − Ta = ρ (A− a)V1 (V∞ − VΩ) (2.4)

Control volume 2

Momentum equation:

(p1 − p2) (A− a) = T1 − Ta (2.5)

Control volume 3

Continuity equation:

ρ a0 V∞ = ρ a V1 = ρAV2 = ρ aw V3 (2.6)

Bernoulli’s equation from 0 to 1:

p∞ +
1

2
ρ V 2

∞
= p1 +

1

2
ρ V 2

1 (2.7)

(2.8)

from 2 to 3:

p2 +
1

2
ρ V 2

1 = p3 +
1

2
ρ V 2

2 (2.9)

(2.10)

from 4 to 5

p4 +
1

2
ρ V 2

2 = p∞ +
1

2
ρ V 2

3 (2.11)

Momentum equation:

Ta + T2 = ρAV1 (V1 − V3) (2.12)
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Control volume 4 and 5

Momentum equation:

(p1 − p2) a = Ta (2.13)

(p3 − p4)A = T2 (2.14)

Drag coefficient of the upstream actuator disk

By combining equations 2.4 and 2.5, we get:

p1 − p2 = ρ V (V∞ − VΩ) (2.15)

and from equation 2.2 we get:

p1 − p2 =
1

2
ρ (V 2

∞
− V 2

Ω) (2.16)

by combining equations 2.15 and 2.19:

V =
V∞ + VΩ

2
(2.17)

(2.18)

From equations 2.19 and 2.13, we obtain:

Ta =
1

2
ρ (V 2

∞
− V 2

Ω) a (2.19)

Substituting the value ofVΩ from equation 2.17, and the value ofa from equation 2.6, we obtain:

Ta = 2 ρ (V∞ − V1)A (2.20)

Substituting the results obtained in equation 2.6, and knowing thatT1 = D1 results in:

D1 = 2 ρA (V∞ − V1)V1 (2.21)

Taking into account 2.6 and 2.13 and substituting 2.20 in 2.5.
Defining the drag coefficientCD1

as:

CD1
=

D1

1

2
ρ V 2

∞
A

(2.22)
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in other form, we obtain:

CD1
= 4

V1

V∞

(

1−
V1

V∞

)

(2.23)

as the drag coefficient of the upstream actuator disk.

Drag coefficient of the down-stream actuator disk

If we substitute equations 2.20, 2.13 and 2.6 into the momentum equation 2.12 of control volume,
(Fig.2.4 ), we get:

V3 = V2 ±
[

V 2

2 + 4V1 (V1 − V2 − V∞) + V∞(2V2 + V∞)
]1/2

(2.24)

Konwing thatT2 = D2 and the combining equations 2.20 and 2.12 we obtain:

D2 = ρAV2 (2V1 − V∞ − V3) (2.25)

defining the drag coefficientCD2
as:

CD2
=

D2

1

2
ρ V 2

∞
A

(2.26)

and combining it with the equation 2.24 results in:

CD2
= 2

V2

V∞

(

2
V1

V∞

−
V2

V∞

+
[( V2

V∞

)2

+ 2
V2

V∞

+ 4
V1

V∞

( V1

V∞

−
V2

V∞

− 1
)

+ 1
]1/2

− 1

)

(2.27)

as the drag coefficient of the down-stream actuator disk. We thus obtain the drag coefficient for
each actuator disk. Note that the drag coefficient of the upstream actuator diskCD1

is a function
of only V1

V∞

and that the down-streamCD2
is a function of V1

V∞

and V2

V∞

.

The overall drag of the wind turbine is the summation of the drag coefficient of the upwind and
downwind actuator disks. Thus the coefficient forms;

CD = CD1
+ CD2

(2.28)

There are some theoretical limitations to the values ofCD1
and V1

V∞

. We can invert equation 2.23

and obtain the velocity ratioV1

V∞

as a function of the drag coefficientCD1

V1

V∞

=
1

2
+

1

2

√

1− CD1
(2.29)

The maximum theoretical value ofCD1
is 1.0 at V1

V∞

= 0.5.
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2.2 Blade element momentum method for VAWT 15

2.2 Blade element momentum method for VAWT

The classical BEM model from (Glauert 1935) is used in case ofa vertical axis wind turbine
with change in the momentum theory which is based on double actuator disc theory. The Blade
Element Momentum method couples the momentum theory with the local events taking place at
the actual blades. A diagram of the velocity the airfoil fluidflow is given in the follwing figure.

V∞

Va

Vw

W

Vn

Vt

Va

ϑ

α
ϑ

Rr

Ω

X

Y

Figure 2.5 Velocity components for blade 1

Flow characteristics

The velocities at the inlet of the rotor and the outlet of the rotor are different as can be seen in
Figure (2.5). Inlet velocity is the free-stream velocity represented byV∞ and outlet velocity is
the wake velocityVw. The tangential velocity componentVt(ϑ) and the normal velocityVn(ϑ)
component acting on the rotor blade can be expressed as (Darrieus ):

Vt(ϑ) =Rr Ω+ Va cos(ϑ)

Vn(ϑ) =Va sin(ϑ)

}

(2.30)

A force diagram of blade element is given in Figure 2.6.

Referring to Figure 2.6 , the angle of attackα can be expressed as:

α(ϑ) = tan−1

(

Vn(ϑ)

Vt(ϑ)

)

(2.31)

Substituting the values ofVt(ϑ) andVn(ϑ) from equation 4.3, and we get, angle of attack as
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Figure 2.6 Force diagram of airfoil

follows:

α(ϑ) = tan−1

[

sin(ϑ)
Rr Ω

Va
+ cos (ϑ)

]

(2.32)

Variation of local relative flow velocity

The variation of the local relative flow velocityW can be given as follows:

W (ϑ) =
√

V 2
t (ϑ) + V 2

n (ϑ) (2.33)

Reynolds number is defined as:

Re =
cW

ν
(2.34)

Lift and drag coefficients of of the blade element are given asfollows (Darrieus ):

cL =
dL

1

2
ρW 2 c dh

cD =
dD

1

2
ρW 2 c dh



















(2.35)

Blade element forces

The directions of lift (L) and drag (D) forces and their tangential (Ft(ϑ)) and normal (Fn(ϑ))
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force components are shown in Figure 2.6. The tangential force coefficient (Ct(ϑ)) is basically
given by an addition of tangential components of lift and drag forces. The normal force co-
efficient (Cn(ϑ)) is the difference between the normal components of lift anddrag forces. The
expression of tangential force coefficient (Ct(ϑ)) and normal force component (Cn(ϑ)) are given
as:

Ct(ϑ) = cL sinα+ cD cosα

Cn(ϑ) = cL cosα− cD sinα

}

(2.36)

The lift (cL) and drag (cD) coefficients in equation (2.36) are obtained from an experiment for the
particular Reynolds number. The tangential forces (dFt) and normal forces (dFn) of the blade
element can be defined as follows,

dFt(ϑ) =
1

2
ρ c dhCtW

2

dFn(ϑ) =
1

2
ρ c dhCnW

2











(2.37)

wheredh is the height of the blade element andρ is the air density.

Shaft torque and power

dM =dFt Ω (2.38)

Cp =
M̄ Ω

1

2
ρAV 3

∞

(2.39)

whereM̄ is the total shaft torque of the rotor depnding on the azimuthal angle of the rotor.

M̄ =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

∫ N

0

∫ H

0

dM Ω (2.40)

Blade element

dFx =dFt cos(ϑ) + dFn sin(ϑ) (2.41)

¯dFx =N 2
∆ϑ

π
dFx (2.42)

CTH =
¯dFx

1

2
ρ V 2

∞
dAs

(2.43)

dAs =dh r dϑ sinϑ (2.44)
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Figure 2.7 Blade element method for VAWT

Momentum theory

a =
Va

V∞

(2.45)

dFx =2 ρ dAs Va(V∞ − Va) (2.46)

CTH =
dFx

1

2
ρ V 2

∞
dAs

=
2ρ dAs Va(V∞ − Va)

1

2
ρ V 2

∞
dAs

=4a(1− a)

(2.47)

Glauert correction factor:

CTH =
26

15
(1 − a) +

4

15
(2.48)

The blade element momentum method for a VAWT has the follwoing limitations:

� The circular path is simplified in two actuator disks.

� The momentum equilibrium is applied only in 1-D (axial direction).

� The axial expansion is generally neglected or not correctlyor completely implemented.

� The turbulent wake state correction is taken from HAWT corrections.

� No (or weak) interaction between stream tubes.

� Tip losses correction is of doubtful application for VAWT.
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� Complex geometry not resolvable from a fluid dynamic point ofview.

� Unsteady fluid dynamic effects are of difficult implementation.

2.3 Comparision of HAWT and VAWT

Horizontal axis wind turbines and vertical axis wind turbines can be compared in many differ-
ent aspects in terms of construction, cost, efficiency and application. The present PhD work
focuses on simple construction, low cost and high efficient technological development of VAWT
considering small power production.

Construction: HAWT mainly consists of three blades with a rotor axis parallel to the wind flow
direction. HAWT has a yaw mechanism to keep the rotor plane into the wind flow direction
to optimize the power production. A blade pitch mechanism isneeded to extract more power
output. Both systems are expensive and complicated. The VAWT considered in this PhD thesis
consists of three straight blades in which rotor axis lies perpendicular to the wind flow. Due to a
low operating speed the VAWT is quiet and can be used in an urban area without being trouble
to neighborhood. Also, the aesthetic look of the VAWT makes it attractive.

Cost: The cost of the VAWT is almost 50% less than the HAWT, which makes it more attractive
as electricity bills are constantly increasing and the demand for an off-grid electricity system has
increased in last two decades (Malcolm 2003). The VAWT suitsperfectly in this economical
situation and in the advancement of technology.

Efficiency: Efficiency of the HAWT is almost double than that of the VAWT,which makes the
VAWT quite unsuccessful. But in this PhD thesis, a new designis proposed which improves
the efficiency of the VAWT and makes it more promising than HAWT. The common measure of
the efficiency of a rotor is the power coefficientCp. It is the fraction of the total kinetic energy
passing trough a certain swept area that is captured by the rotor, which is given as:

Cp =
P

0.5 ρAV 3
(2.49)

whereP is the power captured,ρ is the density of air,A is the swept area, andV is the wind
speed. There are certain limits on this fraction of the kinetic energy that can be captured, and
they depend on the type of wind turbine. As per Betz limit witha horizontal axis wind turbine
can convert only 59% of kinetic energy into mechanical energy (Betz 1966). Figure 2.1 shows
the performance coefficients typical of several of the main types of wind turbines. TheCp value
is plotted against the tip speed ratio which is a non-dimensional term measuring the wind speed
and is defined as the ratio of speed of the blade tip to the ambient wind speed.

In Figure 2.8 a comparison of aerodynamic coefficients of thecommon types of wind turbines
from (Hau and Renouard 2006) originally from (Wilson and P.B.S.Lissaman 1974) are given.
The maximumCp value measures the maximum efficiency, but most wind turbines do not operate
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Figure 2.8 Aerodynamic efficiency of wind turbines with proposedD2A−V AWT represented by red solid line (Mau
(2006))

at the optimum tip speed ratio all of the time but over a range of wind speeds and a range of tip
speed ratios. Therefore, the width of the curves in Figure 2.8 is also important; a very broad
curve indicates that the machine can be efficient over a wide range of wind speeds. It should be
noted that if the rotor rpm is constant then the tip speed ratio is inversely proportional to the wind
speed.

Machines such as the Savonius and the American wind turbineshave relatively low maximum
Cp values and are limited to low tip speed ratios. This means that for a given wind speed, the
rotors will turn relatively slowly. This, in turn, implies that the torque in the drive shafts will
be higher since torque is equal to power divided by rotational speed; this is advantageous for
applications such as water pumping.

Figure 2.8 is a fairly accurate indication of maximum power coefficient. The peakCp values of
current HAWTs are close to 0.50 whereas the maximumCp values that have been recorded for
most VAWTs are in the range of 0.35 to 0.40. (However,Cp values of up to 0.46 were claimed
for the Sandia 17-m prototype (Maydew and Klimas 1981). Thus, the HAWT technology has at
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least a 20% advantage in power capture by this measure. However, the peakCp is not the only
measure of overall economics.

In Figure 2.8 the power coefficient of the proposedD2A− V AWT is shown by solid blue line.
Transnational three bladed VAWT with single airfoil designhas power coefficient of under 0.23
whereas the proposedD2A−V AWT with double-element airfoil could reach power coefficient
upto 0.43 without pitch control in place.

2.4 Methods to improve efficiency of wind turbine
2.4.1 Rotor solidity

Rotor solidity is the first essential parameter to be considered in the VAWT design. Rotor solidity
defines the optimal operating speed of the rotor which is given by a dimensionless numberσ
defined as ratio of turbine blade area to the swept areaS.

σ =
N c

D
(2.50)

whereN is the number of blade,c is the chord length, andD is the rotor diameter. High value
of solidity gives a peak power output at a low rotational speed. Here, it is very important to
define the number of blades in the VAWT design. It is been understood that the number of blades
for the VAWT (three blades) is the best for optimal power production (Castelliet al. 2012),
(Paraschivoiu 2009).
Figure 2.9 shows the effect of solidity on the aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor determined by
CFD method (Castelliet al. 2012). It can been seen from the Figure 2.9 that the higher the
solidity lower the power production is. Also, if the rotor solidity is less, then the operating range
of the VAWT increases which makes it noisy during operation.It means a rotor solidity must to
be addressed first. A numerical simulation is performed for three different configurations of the
VAWT which includes three, four and five blades. An NACA0025 airfoil profile is used for this
numerical simulation.

2.4.2 Shape of airfoil

Airfoils are broadly classified into symmetric and non symmetric airfoils. Many of such airfoils
have been designed and optimised for flight operation in different physical conditions. Usually
airfoils designed for low altitude gliders are essentiallysymmetric in nature with a high thickness
compared to the one used for high altitude and faster aircrafts. There has been very few airfoils
which have been specifically designed for a VAWT application. A flow physics around these
aircraft and the VAWT resembles. Therefore a symmetric airfoil can be modified and used for
the VAWT blade design. Recently, a study has been done by (Mohamed 2012) in which twenty
such symmetric and non symmetric airfoil are analysed by a 2DCFD simulation to see which
one is better for a VAWT application.
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Figure 2.9 Effect of solidity on power coefficient (Castelli 2012) .
—— : Three blades. – – –: Four blades . – - – - –: Five blades

Five different series of profiles are studied mainly the symmetric NACA00XX, and the non sym-
metric NACA63XXX, S Series, A Series and FX Series are studied. A simulation is performed
for a rotor with the solidityσ = 0.1 and in the range of tip speed ratio 2 to 10. It can be pointed
out from study by (Mohamed 2012) that, the use of an NACA’s symmetric either non symmetric
profile is not the best choice. The S series profile S-1046 shows promising results in this study
with maximum power coefficientCp = 0.4051.

From Figure 2.10, the H-Darrieus VAWT is less efficient than the HAWT based on an NACA00XX
and NACA63XXX series airfoil shapes in the design. However,it is interesting to see that the
airfoil shapes S-809,S-1046, FX71L150, FXL142 and FXLV152are showing higher efficiency
than the traditionally used airfoil shapes as in the case of H-Darrieus VAWT with a solidity
σ = 0.1. Increased power efficiency for S-series, FX-series comes with the decrease in the oper-
ating range of the VAWT. In other words, for symmetric airfoil stall occurs later than in the case
of a non-symmetric airfoil. This means symmetric airfoil helps to delay the stall situation which
is not good in wind turbines. However, the less operating range, i.e the tip speed range, means
maximum power coefficient can be achieved at low wind speed which is the biggest advantage
of non symmetric, S series and FX series airfoils. The delaying of stall can be achieved by a
method explained in subsection 2.4.4 of this chapter: ’Multi element airfoil’ which is the most
attractive part of this PhD thesis.
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Figure 2.10 Power coefficienct of VAWT depends on different airfoil shape (Mohamed 2012)

.

2.4.3 Blade pitch control

Blade pitching in a VAWT has been understood and well studiedsince 1990s. The three different
methods of blade pitch control mechanism are given in (Lazauskas 1992). Also, a comparison be-
tween these three methods is explained with respect to the complexities in the design and the cost.
The sinusoidal forced pitch control mechanism comes under the active pitch control whereas the
self-acting stabilized pitch control and self-acting massstabilized pitch control come under the
active blade pitch control type. The passive control mechanisms are more commonly found due
to its low cost compared to the the active blade pitch controlsystem. The active blade pitch
control system is a complicated and an expensive control elements. Due to the development in
electronics and its cost the active pitch control system hasbeen implemented by some researchers
in order to study the importance of the active pitch control.These research projects have been
documented and published, and their improvement in the power coefficient of a VAWT due to
active blade pitch control and can be found in (Miauet al. 2012) and (Dunckeret al. 2010). In
report (Dunckeret al. 2010), an individual pitch control, and a collective pitch control have been
compared, and it was found that the individual pitch controlimproved the efficiency and helped
to start the turbine at a lower tip speed ratio. In other words, maximum power coefficient can be
obtained at lower tip speed ratio as can been seen in the Figure 2.11.

Implementation of collective blade pitch control is simpleand cheaper, but from the performance
of a VAWT it is found that the improvement in the efficiency is not considerable. Whereas
the performance advantages of individual pitch control were promising and the system utilizing
individual pitch control was selected by the author. In thisPhD thesis, an active blade pitch
control mechanism and sinusoidal blade pitch control are compared. The focus is on individual
blade pitch control in which an optimized pitch angle is calculated for optimized power output
for D2A − V AWT , as well as due to simplicity of sinusoidal pitch control mechanism is also
addressed.
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Figure 2.11 Power coefficient of VAWT at different pitch control types (Duncker 2010).
—— : Individual pitch control. – – –: Collective pitch control. – - – - –: Without pitch control

2.4.4 Multi-element airfoil

In a VAWT, the airfoil used has not been specifically designed. However, the study performed
by (Mohamed 2012) showed that the thin airfoils have a high power efficiencies. A summary
of the results from the use of low speed airfoils can be found in technical report by (Williamson
et al. 2012). Maximum power coefficient is achieved at a high tip speed ratio as discussed in
the section ’Shape of Airfoil’ in this chapter. A high power coefficient comes with drawback of
VAWT operating with the high tip speed ratio, and also the airfoil stalling occurs at a low angle
of attach which affects the total power output of the VAWT.

Therfore, in this PhD thesis a multi-element airfoil is usedfor high lift and delay in the stall angle.
The main purpose is to increase the lift of the airfoil; therefore, it is also called high lift airfoil.
Multi-element airfoil is well studied and documented in theaviation industry for a century now.
It is the novelty of this PhD thesis to introduce a two-element airfoil design in a straight-bladed
VAWT. In two-element airfoil two different airfoils fixed toeach other with a specific position
and orientation. A detailed theory and design of the two-airfoil design is given in (James 1977).
Figure 2.12 shows the typical lift coefficient for a single and two-element airfoil.
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Figure 2.12 Lift coefficient for single and double-element airfoil (Dam2002)

It is an advantages to have a two airfoil design instead of thetraditional single airfoil design in
a VAWT. However, it has not yet been proven that the method will actually work for a VAWT.
The main reason for this is the application of high lift airfoil in an aircraft, but a wind turbine
has totally different flow physics. A detailed review of highlift airfoil and its applicability in
a wind turbine is given in Chapter 3. The central focus of thisPhD thesis is to prove that the
two-element airfoil design increases the power efficiency of the straight-bladed VAWT.

2.5 Concluding remarks

Wind turbine devices have been developed for the last 30 years. A lot of development has specif-
ically been seen in the horizontal axis wind turbines due to their commercial success compared
to the vertical axis wind turbine. Theoretically VAWT can extract maximum power coefficient of
0.64. But, it has never attracted by commercial point of viewto develop a wind turbine. Egg bet-
ter type VAWT had went through commercial failure due to the vibration issues of a VAWT and
main bearing wear-out problem, and a cyclic loading patternmake it unpopular and the VAWT
remains undeveloped.

In this PhD thesis, the focus is on small-sized wind turbinesand how the efficiency can be
improved. There has been less investment in developing the small-sized wind turbines since the
1980s. But now the scenario has changed, and new designs of wind turbine have been developed
since the beginning of this century. Therefore, many patented technologies have claimed to have
about improved the efficiency and made better fits for certainapplications etc.

In this Chapter 2 a theoretical power efficiency of a VAWT has been derived with a blade element
momentum method for the double-actuator disc theory. However, there are some drawbacks of
using blade element method for a VAWT, which have still not been resolved. In this chapter,
instead of going into the details of computational physics to understand the flow around a VAWT
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the focus is on methods to improve an efficiency by adopting multi element airfoil into the rotor
design. It is understood that the airfoil should be thin to get the maximum power coefficient in a
high tip speed ratio condition, but an airfoil should be thinto operate a VAWT at a low tip speed
ratio. Individual blade pitch control is advantageous compared to the collective pitch control.

Innovative two-element airfoil blade design has been used for a VAWT and an experimental
testing of airfoil is carried out to determine the performance of a VAWT. The advantages of using
two-element airfoil over one airfoil have been discussed inthis chapter. It has been documented
that the two-element airfoil design works for a large-scaleHAWT. The effect of a delaying stall
angle due to the two-element airfoil is very advantageous for a VAWT which increases total
power output. Whereas increase in lift coefficient gives higher power coefficient. However, in
the case of the VAWT it is more critical due to the low operating tip speed ratio. A detailed
review of the feasibility of using two-element airfoil for aVAWT is carried out in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
The Multi-Element Airfoil

A multi-element airfoil is also called the high-lift systemin the aviation industry. It is a require-
ment of an aircraft to generate high lift during take-off. The flow physics in a take-off situation
of an aircraft is quite similar to VAWT flow physics. The flow physics varies enough to change
the effect of a multi-element airfoil on the lift characteristics. Therefore, it is important to un-
derstand the development of high-lift systems for aircraft. This chapter is dedicated to a review
of the ’multi-element airfoil’ and its design with ’double-element airfoil’ for use in the VAWT
blade. The numerical simulation is performed for the selected double-element airfoil and vali-
dated with the wind tunnel testing results. It has been a challenging task right from the selection
of an airfoil to the validation of 2D CFD simulation results with wind tunnel testing results.

3.1 Introduction to multi-element airfoil flow physics

A review and the progress in a multi-element high-lift systems can be found in an article by (Dam
2002). This article also focuses on the aerodynamic design of multi-element high-lift systems
for transport airplanes. The high-lift system is a complex system in an airplane which makes
them expensive, for this reason nowadays focus has shifted towards simplified design of a multi-
element airfoil. It is also discussed in this article about the necessity of the high-lift system,
design objectives and a constraints. Historically, multi-element airfoil aerodynamics were stud-
ied and documented in a number of publications: (Obert 1993),(Abbottet al. 1945),(Abbott and
Doenhoff 1949),(Cahill 1949)(Young 1953) until 1970s. Later on A.M.O. Smith (Smith 1975),
(Smith 1972) created the theoretical basis of the high-liftairfoil.

Flow physics of a multi-element airfoil system

(Smith 1972) and (Smith 1975) have described the aerodynamics of the high-lift system in the
early 1970s. In this subsection, a summary of the flow physicsexplained by A.M.O. Smith is
given. In the multi-element, a gap between the airfoils creates the following physical effects as
per (Smith 1975):

1 The circulation of a forward element (a slat airfoil) accounts for the reduction in a pressure
peak on the down-stream element (a main airfoil). This is called aslat effectwhich delays
the stall angle.
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2 The loading of a forward element increases due to a disturbance of the flow at the trailing
edge of the forward element. This is calledcirculation effect.

3 The high speed flow over a trailing element allows the flow to leave the forward element at
a higher rate. Thisdumping effectreduces the pressure recovery of the forward element.

4 Off-surface pressure recovery, in which the deceleration of the wake generated by a slat
element occurs in an efficient manner than the recovery in contact with the wall.

5 Each element has a fresh boundary layer which originates on that element. A thin, turbulent
boundary layer can withstand stronger pressure gradients than a thick one and is less likely
to separate.

In an attached flow condition, a thin boundary layer is formeddue to the viscous effects which
is presented by Prandtl, (Prandtl and Tietjens 1957). A standard potential flow theory in which
an incompressible flow is governed by the inviscid theory is applicable for wind turbine at wall
of the airfoil in the boundary layers. An effect of the viscosity which is needed to be taken into
account, even for the flow where the effect of the viscosity isconfined to an extremely thin layer
at the solid surfaces, which can be solved by the Kutta condition. Therefore, after the solution
of the inviscid, an incompressible airfoil is obtained flow around a single airfoil in which the
lift almost linearly increases with the angle of attack, up to very high lift coefficientscL of the
magnitude4π with zero lift in 2D inviscid flow condition. In reality, the high-lift is not achievable
due to the effect of viscosity.

The deceleration of the flow starts the separation of the flow from the airfoil surface, and the
boundary layers are no longer thin, and the simple potentialflow methods using the airfoil shape
cannot be used to determine the forces on the airfoil. Also, the airfoil surface roughness signifi-
cantly reduces the maximum obtainable lift coefficient which seldomly exceedscL of magnitude
2.5 for 2D airfoil simulation.

The potential flow solution of the multi-element airfoil configuration corresponds well to the
single airfoil cases. Therefore, a small amount of the stress can be applied on the boundary layer
in order to develop the high-lift i.e. preventing a stall. Aspointed out by Smith (Smith 1975),
these scenarios can be analyzed with an inviscid solution such as the panel method as long as
the flow is not stalling. Therefore, the boundary layer solution in one form or another is needed
when developing a high-lift configuration and/or airfoil shape.

The boundary layer flow simulation of the multi-element airfoil is strongly dependent upon the
location of the flow separation and the type of flow transition. There are five types of flow
mechanisms which can cause: i)stream wise instability, ii)inflectional instability, iii)laminar sep-
aration, iv) cross-flow (CF) instability, v) attachment-line instability, and vi) contamination by
the turbulent shear layers emanating from the up-stream elements. All these flow mechanisms
are influenced by a 2-dimensional high-lift system instead of an attachment-line instability which
takes place in a 3-dimensional high-lift system.
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3.2 Airfoil

From chapter 2 it can be seen that, the airfoil is the key in theblade design of a VAWT configura-
tion. In the flow physics, an airfoil surface roughness is also important. Therefore in this section
the selection of airfoil and the design of the double-element airfoil is carried out.

3.2.1 Selection and design of a single airfoil

Selection of a proper airfoil for the VAWT is very important at initial stage of the design pro-
cess. (Mohamed 2012) summarizes that the operating range for a symmetric airfoil is wider than
the non-symmetric airfoil. That means that stall is observed at smaller angle of attack in case
of a non-symmetric airfoil. There are a few other airfoils which operate at the low Reynolds
number, mainly they are S1210, S1213 (Seliget al. 1995) and S1223 (Selig and Guglielmo
1997), (Giguere and Selig 1997). These airfoils have the high-lift at a low Reynolds number
from Re = 200, 000 to Re = 500, 000. Recently, a new airfoil for a small horizontal axis wind
turbine has been designed by focusing a low wind speed startup which is calledairfish AF300
(Singhaet al. 2012). The author has mentioned that, this airfoil works forReynolds number
ranging fromRe = 38, 000 to Re = 205, 000, which means, it is a very low wind speed condi-
tion. AF300 is designed by addition of 1% to 3% in the trailingedge of the airfoil S1223 and 1%
to 5% thickness in trailing edge of the airfoil S1210.

(Mohamed 2012) indicates that an S1046 airfoil has highest power coefficient, so its obvious to
select this profile for the design. However, there is one thing to be considered which is that the
Reynolds number at which this airfoil performs well is related to the tip speed ratio (TSR). Also,
in the selection and design of the airfoil one must consider other parameters such as the airfoil
lift-to-drag ratio (cL/cD) also known as glide ratio, endurance parameter, thickness, pitching
moment, stall characteristics, and sensitivity to the roughness are all important factors, amongst
others.

In a VAWT, the airfoil shape contributes in the generation ofa lift coefficient by creating suction
on upper surface of the airfoil. In this process, a drag is also being generated which is not
desirable for the maximum power output of the wind turbine. To get the maximum torque and a
power output from wind turbine, it is important to have an airfoil which will generate the high-lift
and the high lift-to-drag ratio.

Initially in this PhD project, an airfoil designed at Delft University of Technology, Netherlands
called the DU06-W200 is used for a wind tunnel testing (Claessens 2006). DU06-W200 is orig-
inally obtained from NACA0018 airfoil by addition of 2% thickness and a camber increase. The
thickness of the base airfoil is increased to give more structural strength to the blades; however,
it has not been justified with its need for the VAWT. In reality, the thick airfoil has the disadvan-
tages of lowering the maximum lift coefficient even though itworks at higher tip speed ratio. The
increase in the power coefficient becomes 5% as compared to the use of the NACA0018 airfoil in
a VAWT blade design. It was the starting point for this PhD thesis and, therefore, a DU06-W200
airfoil was initially selected for the design of a double-element airfoil. The wind tunnel results
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for the double-element airfoil using a DU06-W200 airfoil eventually published, see Appendix
A.

It has been found that,the DU06-W200 airfoil is not the best choice for the VAWT blade design
even though it solves the problem of self-start. Therefore,a new S1210 airfoil has been studied
due to the high-lift coefficient at a low Reynolds number. Further, the S1210 airfoil is used in
this PhD thesis, and a double-element airfoil design is proposed. The basis for this design is a
primary experiment carried out in the wind tunnel and then followed by 2D CFD simulations.
The selection of a S1210 airfoil is done due to its maximum lift and higher lift-to-drag ratio. The
aerodynamic characteristics of S1210 airfoil at differentReynolds number are given in Figure
3.1.
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Figure 3.1 S1210 airfoil (Selig et. al 1995)

A plot of the lift coefficients versus angle of attack is givenin Figure 3.2. The plot of lift
coefficient versus the drag coefficient is given in Figure 3.3. These plots are redrawn from (Selig
et al. 1995) by using Engauge digitizer software tool,(Engage Digitizer ).
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3.2.2 Design of double-element airfoil

Usually airfoils designed by the National Advisory Committee of Aeronautics (NACA) are used
for conventional VAWT blade design. However, these airfoils are designed for low altitude aero-
plane application and are not suitable for VAWT blade design. A common practice in the design
of an airfoil for the VAWT is to modify available NACA symmetric airfoils or other airfoils which
satisfy the operating condition of the VAWT. In the VAWT application, the Reynolds numbers
are very low, so the airfoils that are good at low Reynolds number are suitable to design the blade,
such as S1210 airfoil, and S1223 airfoil (Singhaet al. 2012). The S1210 airfoil performs better
for low Reynolds number and has the best combination of lift coefficient (cL) and the high glide
ratio. Therefore, S1210 airfoil is used as the base airfoil in a double-element airfoil blade design
for a proposedD2A − V AWT . Figure 3.4 shows the division of a S1210 airfoil into the main
and the slat airfoil.
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Figure 3.4 Division of a S1210 airfoil

In the design of a double-element airfoil, the chord length of a slat airfoil is kept in between 25%
to 35% of the chord length of a base airfoil(c=100 mm). The chord length is decided based upon
the test specimen requirements of the Aerolab wind tunnel (Aerolab 1974). The main and slat
airfoil obtained in Figure 3.4 are further oriented as per design guidelines given by Buhl,(Buhl
2009) and by Gaunaa et al, (Gaunaaet al. 2010). In a double-element airfoil, the position and
the orientation of a slat airfoil and respect to the main airfoil is expressed by three parameters.
The first two parameters describes the position of the trailing edge (TE) of a slat airfoil along
the localx− direction (xTE) and along the localy − direction, (yTE), respectively. The third
parameter is the slat angle (βs) representing the orientation of a slat airfoil defined in Figure 3.5.
It is the angle between the chord length of a slat airfoil withthe localx − direction and it is
positive in the nose-up direction.

3.3 Wind tunnel testing

A wind tunnel testing is performed in this work to:

� determine the optimal angle of a slat airfoil(βs) with respect to the main airfoil.

� determine the lift and a drag coefficient of the double-element airfoil.
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Figure 3.5 Double-element S1210 airfoil

� validate the 2D CFD simulation results.

The dimensions of the wind tunnel used in this experiment are305 mm width, 305 mm height
and 610 mm length (Aerolab 1974). The range of the wind speed achievable is 4.5m/s to 60
m/s. The wind tunnel used in this work has a limitation on the angle of attack which can be
adjusted in the range of−22◦ to +22◦ due to the size of the wind tunnel. Therefore, a 2D CFD
simulation result obtained within this range of the angle ofattack is compared with the wind
tunnel test results. The mounting arrangement for a double-element airfoil in the wind tunnel is
shown in Figure 3.6, a photograph of a double-element airfoil inside the wind tunnel.

Figure 3.6 DU06-W200 double-element airfoil in the wind tunnel

The slat airfoil is bolted with a main airfoil by two side links fixed to the main airfoil, and a
linear adjustment is provided by a slot on the link end so that, the position parameterxTE can be
adjusted. TheyTE position can be adjusted by rotating the links around main airfoil. The third
parameterβs is set by an angular position of a slat airfoil with respect totwo side links parallel
to the chord length of the main airfoil. The main and the slat airfoil blades are manufactured by
3D printing technology, and plastic material is used. The optimum length of the double-element
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airfoil blade is 250 mm for this wind tunnel and is represented byh length of the double-element
airfoil test blade.

The main and the slat airfoils are manufactured individually, and fixed to each other by side links
as shown in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7.a shows the top view of the double-element S1210 airfoil
and Figure 3.7.b shows the bottom view of the double-elementS1210 airfoil. A single airfoil
is formed by joining a slat airfoil with the main airfoil and later used as a single airfoil test
specimen in Aerolab wind tunnel. Then experiments are performed to find out the lift and the
drag coefficients for a single and a double-element airfoil.

a) b)

Figure 3.7 Double-element S1210 airfoil test specimen

The Aerolab wind tunnel has a data display and an acquisitionsystem through which, the normal
forceNf and the tangential forceAf acting on the double-element airfoil are obtained and stored
in a text format. These forces are then converted to experimental lift forceLf and the drag force
Df by the following equation:

Lf (α) =Nf cos(α) −Af sin(α)

Df (α) =Nf sin(α) +Af cos(α)

}

(3.1)

Finally, the experimental lift coefficientcLexpt
and an experimental drag coefficientscDexpt

are
obtained:

cLexpt
=

Lf
1

2
ρV 2

m(cm + cs)h

cDexpt
=

Df

1

2
ρV 2

m(cm + cs)h



















(3.2)

Figure 3.8 shows the experimental lift coefficient of a single airfoil (SA) and a double-element
airfoil (DA) for various Reynolds numbers.

At different Reynolds number, it is interesting to see that,the maximum lift coefficient for a single
and double-element airfoil is increases, and also the stallangle is increased due to effect of the
slat airfoil in front of the main airfoil. The tabular valuesrepresent the maximum lift coefficient
for a single and double-element airfoil for different Reynolds number, and the difference in a
stall angle is calculated and concluded with observations.
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Figure 3.8 Wind tunnel test results for single and double-element airfoils :
a) Re = 40,000 . b) Re = 55,000 . c) Re = 75,000. d) Re = 100,000. e)Re = 200,000. f) Re = 240,000
– – – : Single S1210 airfoil —— : Double-element S1210 airfoil
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Table 3.1 The maximum experimental lift coefficient of a single (SA) and a double-element (DA) S1210 airfoil.

Re αmax(SA) cLmax
(SA) αmax(DA) cLmax

(DA) ∆αmax ∆cLmax

40,000 6◦ 0.6015 11.2◦ 0.7425 5.2◦ 0.1410
50,000 7.5◦ 0.8907 18.6◦ 1.257 11.2◦ 0.3663
75,000 7.5◦ 1.083 16.1◦ 1.457 8.6◦ 0.3740
100,000 16◦ 1.593 20◦ 1.935 — —
200,000 16.4◦ 1.687 20◦ 2.200 — —
240,000 19.5◦ 1.712 20◦ 2.310 — —

In Table 3.1,αmax represents the stall angle in the wind tunnel test. The difference of the
stall angle between a single and double-element airfoil at Re = 50,000 is11.2◦ which is very
interesting, and it reduces to8.6◦ for Re=100,000. From this it can be concluded that the S1210
double-element airfoil arrangement performs very well in the range of Re= 50,000 to Re 100,000
by delaying the stall angle. Whereas, the difference of the maximum lift is gradually increasing
which produces the extra power output. In case of VAWT the delay of the stall angle contributes
more into improvement of the total power output than that of the increase in the maximum lift
coefficient. At the high wind speed conditions the effect of aslat airfoil on main airfoil has been
less than in the low wind speed conditions. The S1210 airfoilhas characteristics of the high
lift coefficient at a low Reynolds number which supports the previous conclusion from the wind
tunnel results.

The lift coefficient curve of a single airfoil atRe ≥ 200, 000 remains the same with a very less
increment in the maximum value, which indicates further increase in the Reynolds number will
not improve the maximum lift coefficient value. The double-element airfoil lift coefficient at
Re ≥ 200, 000 is increasing and a stall condition of an airfoil is yet to reach at20◦ angle of
attack. The maximum lift coefficient of a single airfoil is increased by 40% atRe = 200, 000
for the angle of attack20◦ in the double-element airfoil. At an angle of attack below12◦ the lift
coefficient curves of the double-element airfoil follows sagging nature in the curve, as compared
to a single airfoil lift coefficient curve. Therefore, wind tunnel results show that, the double-
element airfoil is effective atRe ≥= 200, 000 for a S12010 airfoil.

Figure 3.9 represents the glide ratio for a double-element airfoil at a different Reynolds numbers.
It is advantageous that, the slope of this curve is low which shows a very low decrease in the lift
coefficient after the stall angle.

The lift and a drag coefficient obtained in the wind tunnel testing and from 2D CFD simulations
are further used in performance evaluation of a proposedD2A− V AWT .

3.4 2D CFD Simulation

In this study, a 2D geometry is meshed using ANSYS ICEM CFD. The domain is a circle of
radius 4 m, which corresponds to 40 times the chord length on the main airfoil (20cm). It is
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Figure 3.9 Experimental lift to drag ratio (Glide ratio) at different Reynolds numbers :
—— :Re = 100,000 —— :Re = 150,000 —— :Re = 200,000 —— : Re = 230,000

a structured Hexa mesh. The first cell height from boundary surface is 3µm. It grows with a
ratio of 1.2, and smooth transition is maintained between smaller boundary quad elements and
much larger elements away from airfoil surfaces. The boundary layer is captured properly using
O-Grid blocking topology within ICEM CFD in a C shape pattern. Usage of C shaped O gird
helped us not only to capture the boundary layer around airfoil, but also to capture the wake zone
with finer sized mesh element behind the airfoil. First grid is fixed to a distance of1X10−6m to
ensure a y+ less than 1, in order to properly resolve the boundary layer close to the wall surface
and obtain accurate reports of the drag and lift coefficient (domain and boundary layer). The
structured mesh with a circular air domain is used as different angles of attack are simulated
given more flexibility on the mesh generation and increasingthe convergence in the solution.
The cell count is 0.15 millions.

Figure 3.10 Grid for double-element S1210 airfoil

Air is considered as an isothermal and incompressible gas with constant density in solver setting.
A single set of momentum equations is solved. Mass balance isensured by continuity equation
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and force balance is ensured by momentum equation set in the solver. In order to simulate turbu-
lence, the Spalart Allmaras(1 equation) model is used. The Strain/Vorticity based SA Production
mode is activated under this viscous model. The reason for that, it predicts wall forces quite
accurately, and was developed basically for aerospace liftand drag studies. On top of that, this
model is chosen because it is computationally efficient and it has been used to correctly simulate
airfoil. In order to solve the system of governing partial differential equations, discretization of
the continuity equation and Reynolds average Navier-Stokes equation (RANS) is formulated by
using a Finite Volume Method with an algebraic segregated solver as implemented in ANSYS
Fluent. The continuity and momentum equations need to be linked, which is attained by the
SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm.

In addition, the iterative solver is sped up due to an Algebraic Multigrid (AMG) technique that
yields better convergence rate. All simulations in this work are performed under steady-state
conditions. Under relaxation, factors of 0.2 and 0.6 respectively are applied on pressure and
momentum parameters for bit slower but accurate predictionof physics involved. The run is
continued till the coefficients of lift and drag attains steady values which in turn ensure a con-
verged solution.

At the airfoil walls, boundary conditions are assumed to be no-slip boundary. The no-slip condi-
tion is the appropriate condition for the velocity component at the wall since the fluid in contact
with the wall is stationary. At domain boundary, Velocity Inlet type boundary condition is ap-
plied, where the free stream velocity is set and the angle of attack is changed between+40◦. and
−40◦. Multiple simulations are performed at different angle of attack for Re = 200,000. Figure
3.11 shows the lift and drag coefficient of double-element airfoil obtained from CFD simulations
and compared with wind tunnel results.

In the Figure 3.11.a for lift coefficient of 2D CFD model fits very well with experimental data
fromα = −10◦ to theα = 20◦. The deviation occurs due to the difference in wind tunnel setup
and the 2D CFD simulation model. The main reason for the deviation of the lift coefficient and a
drag coefficient atα > 20◦ is because the wind tunnel wall boundaries start showing theeffect on
the flow. Secondly, The CFD simulations are performed in 2 dimension model which is not the
case in wind tunnel. The open space or so called non confined domain is chosen for simulation
atα > 20◦ and atα < −20◦. The wind tunnel results are utilized to calculate power output from
proposedD2A − V AWT in Section 4. Due to the limitation of angle of attack in wind tunnel,
2D CFD results are used to estimate the lift and a drag coefficients beyond22◦. In reality, the
flow around the airfoil will be non confined so, the 2D CFD simulations are performed in this
domain and the stall angle for a double-element S1210 airfoil is found to beαstall = 30◦. It is
found from Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.11.a that, the differencebetween the stall angle of a single
S1210 airfoil and the proposed double-element S1210 airfoil is ∆α = 15◦

3.5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, a review the multi-element airfoil system is carried out. The benefits of using a
multi-element airfoil in the VAWT blade design are discussed. A low Reynolds number, a high
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Figure 3.11 Validation of 2D CFD model with wind tunnel tests at Re=200,000 :
a) Lift coefficient . b) Drag coefficient.
– - – - –: Wind tunnel results ——- :2D CFD results (ANSYS Fluent)

lift airfoil is selected to design a double-element airfoil. A simple way of dividing a single airfoil
into a double-element airfoil is given, based on the literature of two- element airfoil flow physics
and experimental method. It is certainly a rough estimate ofslat and main airfoil sizes due to
very limited or almost zero available research work on two-element airfoil forRe < 500, 000
particularly used in a wind energy application. In this PhD thesis, the size of an airfoil, the
position, and the orientation of the slat airfoil with respect to the main airfoil are decided based on
the wind tunnel experiments performed with a selected first airfoil (DU06-W200) and a second
S12010 airfoil. In the first wind tunnel testing, a sever blockage effect and wall effect were
observed. Also, the thickness of an airfoil selected had been un-necessarily was more than that
of the required thickness. So, finally a thin airfoil S12010 was selected which performs well at
low Reynolds numberRe < 200, 000.

A wind tunnel test for a single S1210 airfoil and a double-element S1210 airfoil has been per-
formed for various Reynolds numbers. It is observed from thewind tunnel tests that, the use of a
double-element airfoil instead of a single airfoil has increased the lift coefficient and delayed the
stall angle which is very advantageous in the VAWT. A delay install angle certainly increases
the power output and keeps the VAWT performance at an optimallevel. An increase in the max-
imum lift coefficient forRe > 55, 000 has been very prominent which, indicates that, at the low
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wind speed the double-element airfoil performance has beenconsiderable, and the turbine can
start producing power at low wind speed. However, it is also observed that, there is decrease in
the lift coefficient of a double-element airfoil under the angle of attack at which the single airfoil
stalls. This phenomenon is not explainable at this stage. The wind tunnel test results are further
used to validate the 2D CFD model for the double-element airfoil. The wind tunnel tests showed
promising results. Therefore, it was decided to perform 2D CFD simulations to obtain the lift
and a drag coefficient for certain range of angle of attack.

The 2D CFD simulation results are then validated with a wind tunnel results up toα = 20◦

and 2D CFD model is used to obtain the lift and the drag coefficients for double-element airfoil
for an angle of attack in the range ofα = −40◦ to α = 40◦. The validation of a 2D CFD
model has been a critical part of this chapter and hence, careful steps were taken during the
modeling. It is observed that, the results under such low Reynolds numbers were influenced by
meshing technique and quality of the mesh. Therefore, a meshquality had been ensured at the
critical area between the slat and the main airfoil by refinedmesh. After all these precautions
in meshing, the 2D CFD simulations are in good agreement withthe wind tunnel results. The
exact wind tunnel environment was simulated to match the test conditions with the 2D CFD
simulations. The 2D CFD simulations are in an acceptable range. However, it will be a very
accurate validation, if the 3D CFD simulation is performed.A best compromise between the
expense of 3D CFD simulation and quality of 2D CFD simulationdata obtained in this work was
made. Finally, 2D CFD data was accepted for further work in this PhD thesis.

The aerodynamic characteristics of the double-element S1210 airfoil for an angle of attack in the
range ofα = −20◦ to α = +20◦ are obtained in this chapter by wind tunnel tests and from
2D CFD simulation, the data is determined in the range ofα = −40◦ to α = +40◦. These
characteristics are further used in the calculation of performance of the referential VAWT, and
proposedD2A− V AWT by using aerodynamic models is explained in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
Aerodynamic Load Modeling

Prediction of aerodynamic loads on the VAWT is given by various models such as: i)Stream tube
model, ii) Vortex model, iii) Lifting line model, and iv) local circulation model. Amongst all
these models, a stream tube model is computationally less time consuming. A multiple stream
tube model (MSTM) and double multiple stream tube model (DMSTM) are used in this PhD
research. The DMSTM model is the focus of this chapter, and the formulae are the derived for
proposedD2A − V AWT . A schematics of the proposedD2A − V AWT and its aerodynamic
load model is given in the chapter. Further, the performanceof the proposedD2A − V AWT is
determined based on the DMSTM by using aerodynamic characteristics of the double-element
S1210 airfoil.

4.1 DMSTM for D2A− V AWT

DMSTM is the more accurate method for the stream tube models.DMSTM is based on the
momentum theory and the Blade element method. DMSTM needs tobe applied with the Glauert
correction factor as well. A rotor is divided into two halvesnamely upstream and downstream of
the rotor. Further, the rotor is represented by a series of multiple stream tubes, and velocities of
the fluid flow are calculated for each stream tube by assumption of inviscid and incompressible
fluid flow. The geometric parameters of theD2A− V AWT are given in the Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Geometrical parameters ofD2A− V AWT

Description Symbol Value Unit
Height of Rotor H 6.2 m
Diameter of Rotor Dr 1.22 m
Single airfoil chord length c 0.10 m
Main airfoil chord length cm 0.114 m
Slat airfoil chord length cs 0.0445 m
Main airfoil thickness tm 0.0135 m
Slat airfoil thickness ts 0.0034 m
Slat TE position x-direction xTE 0.012 m
Slat TE position y-direction yTE 0.004 m
Slat Airfoil angle βs -20 ◦

In Table 1, TE corresponds with the trailing edge. A double multiple stream tube model for
D2A− V AWT is represented in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 DMSTM for D2A− V AWT

4.1.1 Mechanical model

The schematic of the 2-Dimensional view of theD2A − V AWT is represented in Figure 4.2.
MA1 and SA1 are notations used for the main airfoil and the slat airfoil respectively which
represents the blade 1. Similarly SA2 and MA2 both denotes the blade 2, and SA3 and MA3
both denotes the blade 3.Ω is the rotor angular speed, andϑg is the fixed geometric angle
between the main and slat airfoil and is same for all three blades. Azimuthal anglesϑ1, ϑ2 and
ϑ3 represents the azimuthal angle of blade 1, blade 2 and blade 3respectively.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of proposedD2A V AWT

4.1.2 Aerodynamic model

The aerodynamics of VAWT and the flow around the rotor are mainly studied with the multiple
actuator disc theory(Newman 1983). The Velocity components at various locations in the flow
area are interesting and calculated by the momentum theory and the blade element theory. The
double multiple stream tube method (DMSTM) proposed by (Paraschivoiu 1981) is used. In
DMSTM, the flow field outside the rotor is divided into two subfields placed; upstream and
downstream of the rotor. The fluid flow is considered to be inviscid and incompressible for the
calculation of the induced velocity through the each streamtube.

Since the flow field is divided into two halves it is necessary to derive the local angle of attack,
local relative velocity for upstream and downstream of the rotor individually. To obtain these
quantities, an indexj is used wherej = u andj = d correspond to upstream and downstream
half of the flow region, respectively. The up stream induced velocityVau is given by the equation
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as follows:

Vau =au V∞ (4.1)

whereau is the up stream axial induction factor, andV∞ is the free stream velocity andVau <
V∞. A reduction in wind induced velocity exists down stream of the rotor and is denoted byVad

which is given as follows:

Vad =ad (1 − 2 au)V∞ (4.2)

wheread is the down stream induction factor,Vad corresponds to down stream induced velocity
which holds relationVad < Vau. The calculation of the induction factor is based on the one-
dimensional momentum theory and is explained later on in this thesis.

Once the induced velocities are calculated, the aerodynamic forces can be obtained by airfoil
free body diagrams. The geometric parameters and aerodynamic forces acting on the double-
element S1210 airfoil are given in Figure 4.3.X−Y represents the global co-ordinate system of
proposedD2A− V AWT and is located at the center of the rotor. The local co-ordinate system
of the main airfoil is represented byx − y, whereasxs − ys represents the local co-ordinate
system of a slat airfoil. Aerodynamic characteristics and geometric parameters of the slat airfoil
are represented by the suffix ’s’ and with lower case alphabetletters.βs is the angle between the
main airfoil chord and the slat airfoil chord which is calledas a slat angle. Entities which are
associated with indexj in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 are correspond to the blade 1 in the upstream
and downstream flow fields respectively.αj andαsj are the angles of attack of the main and slat
airfoils. Wj andwj are the relative wind velocity of the main airfoil and the slat airfoil.

4.1.3 Aerodynamics of main airfoil

Variation of angle of attack

Figure 4.4 shows the velocity diagram for the main airfoil ofblade 1. The inlet velocity is the
free stream velocity represented byV∞ and outlet velocity is the wake velocityVw.

The tangential velocity componentVtj and the normal velocityVnj
component of main airfoil in

up stream and down stream half of the rotor can be expressed asthe following (Darrieus ):

Vtj =Rr Ω + Vaj
cos(ϑ1j)

Vnj
=Vaj

sin(ϑ1j)

}

(4.3)

Rr is the radius of the rotor, andϑ1j is the azimuth angle of blade 1. Referring to Figure 4.4, the
angle of attackα1j can be expressed as the following:

α1j(ϑ1j) = tan−1

(

Vnj

Vtj

)

(4.4)
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Figure 4.3 Aerodynamic forces on proposedD2A− V AWT

Also, Figure 4.4 shows that the flow angleϕ1j is same as the angle of attackα1j which forms a
relation as follows:

ϕ1j(ϑ1j) =α1j(ϑ1j) (4.5)

Substituting the values ofVtj andVnj
from equation 4.3, a new equation can be written as

follows:

ϕj(ϑ1j) = tan−1

[

sin(ϑ1j)
Rr Ω

Vaj

+ cos (ϑ1j)

]

(4.6)
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Figure 4.4 Velocity component for main airfoil of blade 1

The variation of local relative flow velocityWj can be given as follows:

Wj(ϑ1j) =
√

V 2
tj + V 2

nj
(4.7)

Local Aerodynamic Loads

The directions of lift (Lj) and drag (Dj) forces per unit length and their tangential (Ftj (ϑ1j)) and
normal (Fnj

(ϑ1j)) force components are shown in Figure 4.3. The tangential force coefficient
(Ctj (ϑ1j)) is basically given by an addition of tangential componentsof lift(Lj) and drag (Dj)
forces. The normal force coefficient (Cnj

(ϑ1j)) is the difference between the normal components
of lift(Lj) and drag(Dj) forces. The expression of tangential force coefficient (Ctj (ϑ1j)) and
normal force component (Cnj

(ϑ1j)) are given as follows:

Ctj (ϑ1j) = cLj
sinϕj + cDj

cosϕj

Cnj
(ϑ1j) = cLj

cosϕj − cDj
sinϕj

}

(4.8)

cLj
and dragcDj

represents the lift and drag coefficients in equation (4.8) for main airfoil.
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Force coefficients are given as follows:

CFtj =Ctj

(

Wj

V∞

)2

CFnj
=Cnj

(

Wj

V∞

)2



























(4.9)

The tangential forces (Ftj ) and normal forces (Fnj
) can be defined as follows:

Ftj (ϑ1j) =
Ns cH

S

∫ H

0

CFtj dH

Fnj
(ϑ1j) =

Ns cH

S

∫ H

0

CFnj
dH



















(4.10)

whereS = H 2R is the rotor frontal area.H is the total height of the rotor.

Torque and Power

By integrating along the blade length, a total torque on complete blade as a function of azimuthal
angle is obtained as follows:

Tj(ϑ1j) =
N

2π

∫ H

0

Ctj (ϑ1j)Wj
2 dH (4.11)

whereN is the number of blades andRr is the radius of the rotor. Therefore, the total torque on
both halves of the rotor is given by integrating over azimuthal angle as follows:

Tj =
1

2
ρ cR

∫ n

m

Tj(ϑ1j) dθ1 (4.12)

In equation (4.12) forj = u; m = 0, n = π and forj = d; m = π, n = 2π. The torque
coefficient and hence power coefficient are given as follows:

CTj =
Tj

1

2
ρ V∞ S R

Cpj
=
Rω

V∞

CTj

(4.13)

The power coefficient contribution from main airfoil is the weighted sum of the upstream power
coefficientCpu

and downstream power coefficientCpd
which is denoted byCp as follows:

Cp =Cpu
+ Cpd

(4.14)
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Reynolds Number

It is well known (Paraschivoiu 2009) that vertical axis windturbines operate under low Reynolds
number, and that the performance of airfoil degraded as Reynolds number is lower. So it is
important to determine the Reynolds number at the blade chord in selection of airfoil for use in
vertical axis wind turbines. Therefore, a local Reynolds numberRe of the blade 1 at different
azimuthal angleϑ1j is expressed by the equation, (Paraschivoiu 1984):

Re(ϑ1j) =
ρ cm Wj(ϑ1j)

µ
(4.15)

whereRe is the rotor Reynolds Number,µ is the air viscosity. The Reynolds number varies
with relative velocity which depends on the azimuthal angleat each blade. It is observed from
the plot of Reynolds number versus azimuthal angle and relative velocity versus azimuthal angle
that the variation of Reynolds number is relatively less. Hence it is assumed in this work that the
Reynolds number is constant over the VAWT rotor.

Induction Factor Determination

The induction factor is determined by iterative method in which the induction factor for up stream
and down stream half of the rotorau andad is initially set to 1.0. After that, the numerical
simulation is run to determine the function related to up stream and down stream half of the
rotor, which is given as,(Paraschivoiu 1984):

F1j =
N c

8 π Rr

∫ ul

ll

(

Cnj
cosϑ1j

| cosϑ1j |
− Ctj

sinϑ1j

| cosϑ1j |

)(

Wj

Vaj

)2

dϑ1j (4.16)

In equation (4.16) integration limits are as follows:

for j = u : ll = 0 , ul = π

for j = d : ll = π , ul = 2 π
(4.17)

Finally, a new value of induction factor in up stream and downstreamaj is given by:

aj = 1−
Fj

π
(4.18)

In equation (4.18),au corresponds to up stream induction factor, andad corresponds to down
stream induction factor.

4.1.4 Aerodynamics of slat airfoil

Aerodynamic loads acting on the slat airfoil of blade 1 are derived in this section. In Figure 4.5,
the azimuthal angle of the slat airfoil of blade 1 (ϑs1) is seen to be dependent on the azimuthal
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Figure 4.5 Velocity component for slat airfoil of blade 1

angle (ϑ1j) of main airfoil of blade 1. The angle of a slat airfoil (ϑs1j
) in up stream and down

stream half of the rotor can be expressed in following equation:

ϑs1j =ϑ1j + ϑg (4.19)

For blade 2 and blade 3, the azimuthal angle is given by the same equation (5.1). Therefore,
in what follows all equations are derived for blade 1, in which the azimuthal angle of the main
airfoil is denoted byϑ1j and azimuthal angle of the slat airfoil is represented byϑs1j . It is noted
thatϑ1j andϑs1j vary in the range from0 to π in upstream and fromπ to 2π in downstream
half of the rotor. The fixed azimuthal angleϑg is the angle between main and slat airfoil and is
the same for all blades. The slat airfoil position and the orientation are fixed, relative to main
airfoil in local frame of main airfoil (x − y). The change of position causes increase in radius
of rotor which is neglected in the following formulation dueto a small change inRr. Further,
the tangential velocity componentvtj and the normal velocity componentvnj

for upstream and
downstream of rotor are given as follows:

vtj =Rr Ω+ vaj
cos(ϑs1)

vnj
=vaj

sin(ϑs1)

}

(4.20)

wherevaj
represents the induced velocity of a slat airfoil in up stream and in down stream half

of the rotor. By substitutingvtj andvnj
from the equation (4.20), and from Figure 4.5, the angle

of attackαs1j can be expressed as:

αs1j(ϑs1j) = tan−1

(

Vnj

Vtj

)

(4.21)
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Also, in Figure 4.5 the flow angleϕ1j is same as the angle of attackα1j which forms relation as
follows:

ϕs1j(ϑs1j) =αs1j(ϑs1j) (4.22)

Therefore, a new equation for flow angle of a slat airfoil is given as follows:

ϕs1j
(ϑs1) = tan−1

[

sin(ϑs1)
Rr Ω

vaj
+ cos (ϑs1)

]

(4.23)

The variation of local relative flow velocitywj can be given as follows:

wj(ϑ1j) =
√

v2tj + v2nj
(4.24)

The directions of liftLsj and dragDsj forces and their tangentialftj (ϑs1) and normalfnj
(ϑs1)

force components are shown in Figure 4.3. The expression fortangential force coefficient
ctj (ϑs1) and normal force componentcnj

(ϑs1) are given as:

ctj (ϑs1) = cLsj sinϕs1 + cDsj cosϕsj

cnj
(ϑs1) = cLsj cosϕs1 − cDsj sinϕsj

}

(4.25)

cLsj andcDsj represent the lift and drag coefficients of slat airfoil. Thetangential and normal
force coefficients of the slat airfoil are given as follows:

cftj =ctj

(

wj

V∞

)2

cfnj
=cnj

(

wj

V∞

)2



























(4.26)

The tangential forces (ftj ) and normal forces (fnj
) can be defined as follows:

ftj (ϑ) =
Ns cs H

S

∫ H

0

cftj dH

fnj
(ϑ) =

Ns cs H

S

∫ H

0

cfnj
dH



















(4.27)

By integrating along the blade length, a total torque on complete blade as a function of azimuthal
angle is obtained as follows:

tj(ϑs1) =
N

2π

∫ H

0

ctj (ϑs1)wj
2 dH (4.28)
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whereN is the number of blades andRr is the radius of the rotor. Therefore, the total torque on
both half of the rotor is given by integrating over azimuthalangle as follows:

tj =
1

2
ρ cs R

∫ n

m

tj(ϑs1) dθs1 (4.29)

In equation (4.29) forj = u; m = 0, n = π and forj = d; m = π, n = 2π

The torque coefficient and hence theoretical power coefficient are given as (Betz 1966):

ctj =
tj

1

2
ρ V∞ S R

cpj
=
Rω

V∞

ctj

(4.30)

The power coefficient of whole rotor for a slat airfoil is the weighted sum of upstream power
coefficientcpu

and downstream power coefficientcpd
which is denoted bycp as follows:

cp = cpu
+ cpd

(4.31)

The total power coefficient of the rotor (main and slat airfoil) can be calculated by summation of
the power coefficient of the main airfoil obtained by equation (4.14) and the power coefficient of
the of the slat airfoil obtained by equation (4.31).

4.2 Numerical simulation

A numerical model discussed in this chapter is validated with the reference wind turbine. Here
the detailed geometric parameters of the reference wind turbine are given.

4.2.1 Parameters and Input used for simulation

A reference 1-kW Windspire standard wind turbine has geometric parameters mentioned in Table
4.2:

Table 4.2 Geometrical Parameters of reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine

Description Symbol Value Unit
Height of Rotor H 6.2 m
Diameter of Rotor Dr 1.22 m
Airfoil shape DU06-W200
Chord length c 0.127 m
Thickness of airfoil t 0.0254 m
Solidity of rotor σ 0.3122
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More details of the reference wind turbine can be found in (Huskeyet al. 2009) and (Energy
2010). The reference wind turbine experimental results show the relation of the wind speed
versus the rotor rotational speed, and power coefficient is given in Table 4.3:

Table 4.3 Performance data of reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine

Sr. No. V∞ Ω TSR Cp

1 0.5 0 0 -10.60
2 1.0 0 0 -1.68
3 1.5 1 0.0426 -0.51
4 2.0 3 0.0958 -0.22
5 2.5 9 0.2298 -0.11
6 3.0 20 0.4256 -0.06
7 3.5 42 0.7662 -0.03
8 4.0 80 1.2769 0.02
9 4.5 137 1.9438 0.06
10 5.0 177 2.2602 0.09
11 5.5 204 2.3681 0.11
12 6.0 228 2.4262 0.12
13 6.5 255 2.5048 0.13
14 7.0 279 2.5174 0.14
15 7.5 291 2.4773 0.15
16 8.0 312 2.4900 0.16
17 8.5 331 2.4863 0.17
18 9.0 344 2.4404 0.18
19 9.5 353 2.3724 0.19
20 10.0 359 2.2921 0.19
21 10.5 355 2.1586 0.18
22 11.0 352 2.0431 0.18
23 11.5 348 1.9321 0.17
24 12.0 326 1.7345 0.16
25 13.0 318 1.5618 0.14
26 13.5 321 1.5181 0.13
27 14.0 299 1.3636 0.12

The power efficiency and total power output of a proposedD2A − V AWT of the same rotor
solidity of magnitude0.31 and operating conditions are obtained. The rotor heightH and the
rotor diameterDr for a proposedD2A − V AWT remain the same as a reference Windspire
1-kW wind turbine (Energy 2010). The lift and drag coefficients of the main and slat airfoil
of double-element airfoil are used as the input to the numerical simulation. Table 4.4 gives the
values of these coefficients.

The aerodynamic characteristics of large angle of attack for DU06−W200 andS1210 are given
in Appendix E.
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Table 4.4 Aerodynamic characteristics of double-element S1210 airfoil

Angle of attack Lift Coefficient Drag Coefficient
α cLslat

cLmain
cLoverall

cDslat
cDmain

cDoverall

-40 -2.76 -0.91 -1.24 3.84 0.60 1.19
-35 -3.01 -0.83 -1.23 3.62 0.44 1.02
-30 -3.20 -0.72 -1.17 3.37 0.29 0.85
-25 -3.25 -0.56 -1.05 3.04 0.15 0.676
-20 -3.08 -0.36 -0.86 2.61 0.046 0.51
-15 -2.62 -0.14 -0.59 2.08 0.034 0.36
-10 -1.68 0.04 -0.27 1.31 0.02 0.22
-5 -0.90 0.38 0.15 0.986 0.00 0.18
0 0.12 0.69 0.58 0.59 0.07 0.17
5 1.32 0.97 1.03 0.27 0.18 0.20
10 2.55 1.19 1.44 0.09 0.32 0.28
15 3.66 1.35 1.77 0.05 0.48 0.40
20 4.51 1.44 2.00 0.14 0.63 0.55
25 5.04 1.48 2.13 0.35 0.79 0.71
26 5.11 1.48 2.14 0.40 0.82 0.75
27 5.17 1.48 2.15 0.45 0.86 0.78
28 5.22 1.48 2.16 0.50 0.89 0.82
29 5.25 1.48 2.17 0.56 0.92 0.86
30 5.27 1.47 2.17 0.61 0.95 0.89
35 5.16 1.41 2.09 0.90 1.09 1.06
40 5.00 1.39 2.05 1.19 1.28 1.26

4.2.2 Validation of DMSTM

A validation of the DMSTM model used in this analysis is important before performance evalu-
ation of the proposedD2A− V AWT . The numerical simulation is carried out for the reference
1-kW windspire wind turbine. A simulation of the power coefficient of the rotor over one rotation
is carried out at different wind speeds. The power coefficient of the reference 1-kW windspire
wind turbine is calculated with DMSTM, and the DMSTM is validated with the experimental
results available. The VAWT is known to be subject to the highangle of attack compared to the
HAWT. Therefore it is interesting to plot the angle of attackversus the azimuthal angle of the
blade. It is noted that the upwind zone of the rotor ranges from 0◦ to 180◦, and the downwind
zone of the rotor ranges from180◦ to 360◦.

Figure 4.6.b shows the plot of normal force of the blade 1. There is a variation in the normal
force in upwind and downwind zone. It can be observed from theFigure 4.6 that for low TSR the
angle of attack is high and normal force is low. A normal forcedoes not contribute in the torque
generation so it is advantageous to have a high angle of attack to keep the low normal force, but
it is not good idea. Due to the high angle of attack the airfoilenters in its stall reason which is
not good for extracting maximum power, and VAWT enters in thedynamic stage of its operation.
Further, to understand the importance of the angle of attacka tangential force and rotor torque
behavior are plotted in Figure 4.7:
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Figure 4.6 Angle of attack and normal force variation over azimuthal angle:
a) Angle of attack. b) Normal force .
——- : TSR = 1.27 ——- : TSR = 2.04 ——- : TSR = 2.50
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Figure 4.7 Tangential force and rotor torque variation over azimuthalangle :
a) Tangential force. b) Total torque .
——- : TSR = 1.27 ——- : TSR = 2.04 ——- : TSR = 2.50

In Figure 4.7 for the low TSR the tangential force and the rotor torque are lower, which indicates
that the lower TSR is not good for VAWT. For TSR of magnitude 2.5, the rotor torque is lower
than the rotor torque at TSR of magnitude 2.04; this indicates that the TSR 2.04 is the optimal
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magnitude at which the reference VAWT performance will be maximized.

Figure 4.8 shows the combined power coefficient in upwind anddownwind zone of the rotor and
the total power output prediction for reference 1-kW wind turbine.
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Figure 4.8 Validation of DMSTM with reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine:
a) Power coefficient. b) Power output.
——- : Measurement results of reference Windspire.
——- : DMSTM results for reference Windspire

The maximum power coefficient of the reference VAWT atV∞ = 9.5 m/s is 0.2, whereas the
power coefficient calculated from the DMSTM model is 0.22. There is very little difference at
this wind speed; however, the DMSTM model predicts the maximum power coefficient of 0.24
at wind speed of magnitude 7m/s. The DMSTM model over predicts the maximum power
confident by less than 10% which is in the acceptable range. The predicted power output shows
that the wind turbine starts producing power at lower wind speeds than the experimental results,
and which is also found in the numerical study carried by, (Paraschivoiu 1984). After validation
of the DMSTM, it is convenient to analyze the performance of the proposedD2A − V AWT .
The results of DMSMT for proposedD2A− V AWT are given in next section and discussed.

4.2.3 Results and discussion

In the calculation procedure angle of attack is determined for the angular position of the individ-
ual blades, and then a aerodynamic lift and drag coefficientsare interpolated from available data
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for double-element S1210 airfoil. Later on, the aerodynamic forces such as the normal force and
the tangential forces are determined for different angularpositions of the rotor. To calculate the
total power output from the proposedD2A − V AWT the total torque by rotor is calculated as
a function of angular position. The numerical simulation iscarried out for various wind speed
conditions mentioned in Table 4.3. A performance contribution from the slat airfoil and a main
airfoil blade of a double-element S1210 is individually determined. The numerical results for
TSR of magnitude 2.04 are considered and plotted here. The aerodynamic characteristics of slat,
main airfoil and overall aerodynamic characteristics mentioned in Table 4.4 are used. The varia-
tion of the angle of attack and the normal forces on blade 1 with respect to the azimuthal position
is shown in Figure 4.9. The maximum angle of attack in upwind zone of the rotor occurs at120◦

and in the downwind zone it occurs at223.5◦ which shows the antisymmetrical variation of the
angle of attack. This phenomenon of a higher angle of attack in upwind zone was explained by,
(Wilson 1977).
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Figure 4.9 Angle of attack and normal force variation over azimuthal angle :
a) Angle of attack. b) Normal force .
——- : Slat airfoil blade ——- : Main airfoil blade ——- : Combined output

The normal forces on blade 1 is shown in Figure 4.9.b. There isa variation in the normal force in
upwind zone and downwind zone which is considerably larger compared to the reference wind
turbine where it is symmetric. The magnitude of normal forcein the upwind zone is almost
twice than the down wind zone of the rotor for the proposedD2A − V AWT . The effect of
this variation will reflect in the tangential force component, which is plotted in Figure 4.10.a. A
tangential force component in the upwind zone is lower than the downwind zone of the rotor,
which is a positive direction contributing to the positive torque generation. Figure 4.10.b shows
the total torque acting on the rotor with maximum magnitude of 65 Nm for the overall rotor
output.
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Figure 4.10 Tangential force and rotor torque variation over azimuthalangle.
a) Tangential force. b) Total torque .
——- : Slat airfoil blade ——- : Main airfoil blade ——- : Combined output

The effective torque remains on positive and higher than thenegative torque, which ultimately
contributes to the power production. The power coefficient and the total power obtained for
D2A− V AWT are plotted in Figure 2.11. The power coefficient by the main,slat airfoil blade
and the double-element S1210 airfoil blade are shown in Figure 2.11.a. The maximum power
coefficient of theD2A−V AWT is of magnitude 0.5, which is almost twice the power coefficient
of the reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine. The power coefficient predicted with DMSTM is
nearly 10% more than the actual power coefficient which is discussed in the DMSTM validation
section of this chapter. A corrected power coefficient can beobtained by deducting 10% of 0.5
which corresponds to 0.45.

A power output is plotted in Figure 2.11.b. An addition of power contribution from the main
and slat airfoil blades gives the total power output from theproposedD2A − V AWT . The
maximum power is achieved for comparably lower wind speeds than in the case of the reference
wind turbine. This indicates that the proposedD2A − V AWT starts producing power earlier
than the reference wind turbine. However, the power coefficient curve shows the double increase
in the maximum power coefficient than the reference wind turbine. The power curve shows
an increase in total power instead of maximum power output compared to the reference wind
turbine. The area under the power curve for the proposed windturbine is larger which indicates
more power output. As a concluding remark it can be mention that, the proposedD2A−V AWT
wind turbine of same size can produce more power output with improved power efficiency due
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Figure 4.11 Validation of DMSTM with reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine :
a) Power coefficient. b) Power output.
——- : Slat airfoil blade ——- : Main airfoil blade ——- : Combined output

to increase in the lift coefficient and the delaying the stallangle.

The power coefficient of the wind turbine rotor is often represented as a function of the tip speed
ration (TSR). Therefore, the power coefficient of reference1-kW Windspire wind turbine and
the proposedD2A− V AWT are plotted in Figure 4.12.

It is clear that the proposed wind turbine design has a higherpower coefficient and also produce
more power output than the conventional three-bladed wind turbine. Scientific results of this
work are submitted to an international conference and givenin Appendix B.

4.3 Concluding remarks

Aerodynamic models for VAWT are still in the development process which results in a 3D CFD
analysis for the VAWT performance prediction in the last decade. However, present DMSTM is
quite accurate for performance evaluation of a VAWT and is computationally cheaper than the 3D
CFD analysis. A DMSTM for the proposedD2A− V AWT is implemented in this chapter, and
the aerodynamic loads are calculated for a new blade design.It is a rather simple approach, in
which aerodynamic characteristics of the slat and main airfoils are individually used to determine
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Figure 4.12 Power coefficient versus tip speed of reference and proposedwind turbine :
——- : Reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine——- : Main airfoil blade ——- : D2A− V AWT

the normal and tangential forces on the blade. Further, a power coefficient from each blade are
added to obtain the power coefficient of the double-element airfoil blade.

A numerical example of the reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine is given, and the DMSTM
is validated with the available experimental results. A validation result shows an accuracy within
10%, which is acceptable. Further, the geometric parameters of the reference wind turbine are
used to design a proposedD2A − V AWT . Input for the numerical model such as the aerody-
namic characteristics of a double-element S1210 airfoil obtained from the combined method of
wind tunnel testing and the 2D CFD simulations is used. The performance is calculated based
on the validated DMSTM. A proposed wind turbine showed increase in the power coefficient by
almost 100% as compared to the reference wind turbine of the same geometrical parameters.
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CHAPTER 5
Pitch Controller

A Wind turbine blade is rotated by active or passive forces soas to change the angle of attack
to extract the maximum torque. An overview of different methods used for blade pitching are
given in this chapter. The aim of chapter 5 is to implement theblade pitching in the aerodynamic
load modeling ofD2A − V AWT . An Analytical formulation of a pitch angle is derived, and
the numerical simulations are carried out to compare the performance of theD2A−V AWT for
active blade pitch control algorithms.

5.1 Overview of controller for VAWT

The power efficiency of a VAWT can be improved by two ways of control methods (Lazauskas
1992):

� self acting pitch control also called as passive pitch control.

� force pitch control also called as active pitch control.

A Self acting variable pitch mechanism uses aerodynamic forces to actuate self acting devices
and works by creating pitching moment about blade pivot (Kirke and Lazauskas 1991). This
method is totally based on the individual aerodynamic load balance on each blade. A formulation
of the pitch angle is based on the aerodynamic load balance ateach blade. To implement this
method in practice, it is difficult to design an optimal mechanism which works in the operating
range of the VAWT. The mechanism can perform very well at particular wind conditions. It
is not yet commercially implemented in the VAWT, but a conceptual design can be found in
(Lazauskas 1992). In another mechanism, the passive pitch control system uses mass stabilized
or mass spring stabilized blades. In which a mass act as a centrifugal force generator during
rotation. One such mechanism is given by (Nahas 1992). In this concept, a blade starts at a
higher angle of attack to produce torque at lower speeds. When the rotational speed increases,
the mass is forced outwards, and the blade is moved to a reduced angle of attack.

In forced pitch variation, individual blades are actuated by gears or cam actuator devices called
Pinson cycloturbine, (Nattuvetty and Gunkel 1982), (Dress1987) and (Vandenberghe and Dick
1987). This method is also called collective blade pitch because the change of the pitch angle
is same for all blades which varies with the azimuthal position of the blade. To implement this
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method in practice, it is very simple but the output is negligible compared to the individual blade
pitch control method. Changing the angle of attack can also be possible either by the active or
passive method. One problem found in this type of mechanism is that blades cannot be configured
for high efficiency at high rotational speeds, which resultsin loss of performance (Sener 1995).
A study carried out by Hwang et al. showed that the collectivepitch control has generated 30%
more power output than the similar wind turbine with fixed pitch control system (Hwanget al.
2005). Also, it is found by Kirke and Lazauskas that, the collective pitch control wind turbine
has a higher starting torque and efficiency along with large vibration forces (Kirke and Lazauskas
2008).

In the individual blade pitch control method, these problems of large vibration and complexity
of design parameters of the collective pitch control systemare eliminated. Aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the individual pitch control system for VAWT showedan increase in performance by
60% as compared with standard VAWT without pitch control (Hwanget al. 2005). With this
method a pitch angle for each blade is calculated separatelyby two ways, i) based on sinusoidal
input where the pitch angle is directly related to the azimuthal angle of the blade and the magni-
tude of fixed pitch angle or ii) a pitch angle required for eachblade is calculated individually to
maximize the VAWT rotor torque.

Active pitch control for VAWT had been critical to implementin past due to the bulkiness of the
control devices. Now it has become economically cheaper to design a pitch control mechanism
due to modern compact servo actuators only for research projects. Compact actuation devices
makes it possible to implement pitch control algorithms such as sinusoidal pitch angle variation,
individual pitch angle variation with ease. However it is yet not possible to commercialize the
active pitch controlled VAWT due to high cost as compared to HAWT.

5.2 Active blade pitch controller for D2A− V AWT

In this chapter, analytical formulation of the active bladepitch method is given for theD2A −
V AWT . The formulation of aerodynamic forces acting on the double-element airfoil is recal-
culated by implementing the pitch angle mentioned in chapter 4. A pitch angleβp is the active
blade pitch angle obtained in two different algorithms: i) Sinusoidal blade pitch angle and ii)
Individual blade pitch angle. These two methods are furthercompared for power output from the
D2A− V AWT .

A blade in theD2A − V AWT is actively rotated to change the pitch angle about its axis of
rotation. In Figure 5.1, the azimuthal angle of the slat airfoil of blade 1 (ϑs1) is dependent on
the azimuthal angle (ϑ1j) of the main airfoil of blade 1. The angle of a slat airfoil (ϑs1j

) in up
stream and down stream can be expressed with:

ϑs1j =ϑ1j + ϑg − βpj (5.1)

For blade 2 and blade 3, the azimuthal angle is given by the same equation, (5.1), by changing
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Figure 5.1 Pitch angle representation of double-element airfoil

suffix to 2 and 3 respectively. Therefore, in what follows allequations are derived for blade 1,
in which the azimuthal angle of the main airfoil is denoted byϑ1j , and the azimuthal angle of
the slat airfoil is represented byϑs1. It is noted thatϑ1j andϑs1 vary in the range of0 to π
in upstream andπ to 2π in down stream. The fixed azimuthal angleϑg is the angle between
main and slat airfoil andϑg is the same for all blades. The pitch angleβpj in equation (5.1) is
introduced due to the effect of rotation of main airfoil. Theslat airfoil position and orientation
are fixed relative to the main airfoil in local frame of main airfoil (x − y). However, a blade
pitch angle of the main airfoil is introduced, which will change the position and orientation of
slat airfoil in global fixed frame represented by anX − Y coordinate system. The effect is that,
the azimuthal angleϑs1 of slat airfoil is reduced by size of pitch angleβpj .

αj andαsj are the angles of attack of the main and slat airfoils.βpj is pitch angle of a main
airfoil. βspj is the pitch angle of slat airfoil.Wj andwj are the relative wind velocity of the main
airfoil and the slat airfoil.ϕj andϕsj are the flow angles of the main airfoil and the slat airfoil
respectively.

Therefore, a pitch angle is withdrawn fromϑs in equation (5.1). The change of position causes
an increase in the radius of the rotor, which is neglected in the following formulation due to a
small change inRr.
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In Chapter 4, an expression for the flow angle for the main airfoil (MA1) is given by equation
(4.5). Due to the addition of the pitch angle, the flow angle changes to new relation which is
expressed as follows:

ϕ1j(ϑ1j) = α1j(ϑ1j) + βpj(ϑ1j) (5.2)

whereα1j(ϑ1j) is the local angle of attack, andβpj(ϑ1j) is the blade pitch angle for blade 1 in
upstream and down stream of the rotor respectively.

Similarly, the flow angle for the slat airfoil (SA1), given byequation (4.22), is changed to:

ϕs1j(ϑs1j) = αs1j(ϑs1j) + βspj(ϑs1j) (5.3)

The blade pitch angle can be expressed by two methods Sinusoidal active pitch angle and indi-
vidual active pitch angle.

5.2.1 Sinusoidal active pitch angle

In sinusoidal pitch angle a amplitude of the pitch angle is decided based on the stall angle of the
airfoil. The double-element S1210 airfoil designed in thisstudy has a stall angleαstall = 25◦.
Therefore theβ0 should be chosen less than theαstall. A sinusoidal variation of the blade pitch
angle is given as follows:

βpj = − β0 sin(θ1j) (5.4)

β0 is the amplitude of pitch angle variation, which is equal to or less than the airfoil stall angle.
The negative sign indicates that the blade is rotated counterclockwise.

5.2.2 Individual active pitch angle

In individual pitch control,βpj is directly calculated depending on the azimuthal positionof
each blade and the wind speed and directions, for which the maximum torque is obtained. For
different values of blade pitch angleβpj , a total torque for the VAWT rotor is calculated, and
theβpj is obtained. The total torque from the main airfoil of each blade can be represented as
follows:

Tij(β, ϑij) =
1

4π
ρ cmR

∫ n

m

∫ H

0

(

cLj
sin
(

αij(ϑij) + β
)

+

cDj
cos
(

αij(ϑij) + β
)

)

W 2

ij dH dθi

(5.5)

wherei = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to the number of blades. In equation (5.5) forj = u; m = 0, n = π
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and forj = d; m = π, n = 2π. The pitch angleβ is predefined in the range of magnitude
−20◦ to +25◦ with interval of 1◦, for which theTij is calculated. The maximum value of
Tij is identified, which gives the optimal pitch angle at the particular azimuthal angle and wind
conditions for individual blades. This value of optimal pitch angle corresponds to the actual pitch
angleβpj(ϑ1j) required for the individual blade to extract maximum mechanical power from the
VAWT rotor. Further, the value of pitch angle obtained from equation (5.5) is used in equation
(5.2).

Similarly, a total torque contribution by a slat airfoil blade is calculated as follows:

tij(β, ϑsij) =
1

4π
ρ cs R

∫ n

m

∫ H

0

(

cLsj sin
(

αsij(ϑsij) + β
)

+

cDsj cos
(

αsij(ϑsij) + β
)

)

w2

ij dH dθi

(5.6)

Further, the value of pitch angle for slat airfoil blade obtained from equation (5.6) is used in
equation (5.3).
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5.3 Numerical Example

5.3.1 Sinusoidal pitch angle variation

The performance of the proposedD2A − V AWT is carried out for a sinusoidal pitch angle
variation and a individual pitch angle variation. The pitchangle demand from a sinusoidal forcing
function given by equation 5.4 is determined. The amplitudeof pitch angleβ0 = 17◦. Figure
5.2 shows the flow angle, angle of attack and sinusoidal bladepitch angle versus the azimuthal
position of the blade 1 atTSR = 2.04.
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Figure 5.2 Collective pitch angle variation : ——- : Flow angle(ϕ1) ——- : Pitch angle(β) ——- : Angle of
attack(α1).

The flow angle(ϕ1) is equal to the angle of attack(α1) when blade pitch angle(β1) is zero,
which is shown by a blue solid line in Figure 5.2. In collective blade pitch control, the pitch
angle is added to the flow angle, then the angle of attack changes at which the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of airfoil are interpolated from experimentallift and drag coefficient data to determine
the aerodynamic load on the blade. These aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil with respect to
the angle of attack are tabulated in Appendix E. The angle of attack after blade pitch angle is
added to the flow angle and shown by a solid red line in Figure 5.2. It can also be observe that
the azimuthal angle120◦ at which maximum flow angle changes to140◦ due to the addition of
the blade pitch angle. It is an indication of the late occurrence of the dynamic stall angle of the
airfoil, which fulfills the purpose of the blade pitching.

The performance is plotted in Figure 5.3. There is not much increase in the power coefficient
as well as the total power output from the proposed wind turbine. A collective pitch control
contributes to an increase in the maximum power coefficient,which narrows down the operating
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range of the wind turbine. It is suggested not to implement the collective blade pitch mechanism
in wind turbine to get the maximum peak power coefficient. Thepeak power coefficient only
increases the magnitude of peak power. Instead, the performance should be evaluated by the
total power production of the wind turbine.
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Figure 5.3 D2A− V AWT performance comparison with sinusoidal pitch control and without pitch control :
a) Power coefficient b) Power output
——- : Without pitch control
——- : With sinusoidal pitch control

5.3.2 Individual pitch angle variation

It is evident from the research carried out by Dunker et al. that, the Individual pitch angle
variation shows very good performance improvement (Duncker et al. 2010). Therefore, an
individual pitch control is implemented forD2A − V AWT , and the pitch angle for each blade
is calculated individually at which rotor torque is maximum. For the different wind speeds and
rotor rotational speed, numerical simulation is carried out by changing the range of pitch angle
from β = −30◦ to β = +30◦. The required pitch demand versus azimuthal angle is plotted for
different tip speed ratios in Figure 5.4.

In Figure 5.4 the pitch angle is set to zero at the azimuthal angle of magnitudes0◦ and180◦ at
which the angle of attack changes its sign. The reason for this is that at these azimuthal angles
the pitch angle direction reverses, and the magnitude change that occurs is larger as compared to
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Figure 5.4 Individual blade pitch control demand :——- : TSR = 2.04 ——- : TSR = 2.50

the gradual increase in the pitch demand at other azimuthal angles. The calculated instantaneous
blade pitch angle values are not continuous as can been seen in the plot. These values can further
be fitted to a smooth curve when used in reality in experimental analysis.

As it is seen previously, the variation ofTSR has an effect on the angle of attack, which replicates
in the pitch angle demand also. It can be seen from Figure 5.4 that, the amplitude of pitch demand
is equal to17◦ atTSR = 2.04, and it is equal to9◦ atTSR = 2.50. It is advantageous to keep
the low amplitude of the pitch angle demand in order to reducethe speed of actuation for the
actuator, which is used to change the pitch angle in reality.Low speed of actuation will help in
the design of actuators with respect to the actuator size andcost.

Once the pitch demand is calculated, a performance ofD2A − V AWT is determined and is
plotted in Figure 5.5. The performance ofD2A − V AWT has considerably improved due to
individual pitch control. The individual pitch control is very much an effective method. The self
start ability of wind turbine is improved with increase in the maximum value of power coefficient
is achieved over larger range of the wind speed. The maximum power coefficient over a larger
wind speed range remains steady which results in more power production can be seen in Figure
5.5.b. The total maximum power achievable is 3000 Watts, which is three times the power output
from the reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine of the same rotor size. The peak value of the
power coefficient in case of the individual pitch control is less than that of no pitch control. The
VAWT rotor torque fluctuation can also be reduced considerably with an individual pitch angle
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Figure 5.5 D2A− V AWT performance comparison with individual pitch control and without pitch control:
a) Power coefficient b) Power output
——- : Without pitch control ——- : With individual pitch control

variation at a certain magnitude.

It is common practice to represent the power coefficient as a function ofTSR. Therefore, a power
coefficient of the reference wind turbine and the proposedD2A−V AWT , with and without pitch
control, is plotted in Figure 4.6. A reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine operates in lowTSR.
Therefore, a plot is restricted untilTSR = 2.5. The power coefficient ofD2A−VAWT without
pitch control shows better performance atTSR > 1.8. It can be justified from the findings of this
work that, the double-element airfoil has no effect under low Reynolds number(Re < 100, 000)
explained in Chapter 3. Low Reynolds number corresponds to low wind speed which lead to
the lowTSR. At Re > 100, 000, the aerodynamic characteristics show considerable increase in
the value and also show delay in the stall angle, which leads to a sudden increase in the power
coefficient, which can be observed atTSR > 2.0.

A red solid line indicates the performance of pitch controlledD2A−V AWT ; until TSR = 1.5
the curve shows gradual increase with linear pattern. Afterthis value, the curve starts showing a
cubic nature. This can be explained as, to achieve optimizedoutput pitch controller try to avoid
peak performance and follows the longer path. It covers a maximum area under the power curve
and also widens the operating range. The research outcome oftheoretical active pitch control for
D2A− V AWT is eventually published, which can be found in Appendix C andD.
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Figure 5.6 Performance of reference wind turbine and proposedD2A− V AWT :
——- : Reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine
——- : ProposedD2A− V AWT wind turbine without pitch control
——- : ProposedD2A− V AWT wind turbine with individual pitch control

5.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, a theoretical analysis of two methods of pitch control are explained for the pro-
posedD2A − V AWT . The sinusoidal pitch angle variation, also called collective pitch angle
variation, does not improve the rotor performance that muchfor the proposedD2A − V AWT .
The collective pitch control is advantageous in case of low cost implementation to overcome the
low initial torque. It is suggested to use mechanical linkage or a central drive connected with
three arms to change the pitch angle to make simple design. This is called passive pitch control
mechanism and which is studied in detail and scientific results are published, refer Appendix D.

An individual blade pitching has shown an increase of 100% inthe maximum power output.
The problem of self start has been solved with the pitch control, and the cut in speed of the
rotor changes toV∞ = 1.5m/s. The reference wind turbine and theD2A − V AWT give
maximum power output at wind speeds betweenV∞ = 9m/s to V∞ = 11.5m/s. Whereas,
D2A − V AWT with individual blade pitch control has extended its range of operating speed
from 1.5m/s to 10m/s.
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Implementation of individual pitch control in theory is a comparatively easier task and straight
forward. However, it was the aim of this work to determine theperformance of theD2A −
V AWT for individual pitch control, which has been satisfied. To design an actuator for future
test rig, theoretical analysis is necessary.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future

Research

A PhD project in which innovative design of straight bladed vertical axis wind turbine is proposed
to improve power coefficient and the total power output. A need for new design is due the fact
that, its straight forward in construction and has a potential to adopt new blade design. However
less research is done in respect to vertical axis wind turbine and its problem of self start and lower
power efficiency. Therefore, a multi-element airfoil bladedesign is proposed with modifications
in the shape of best available airfoil.

Very few airfoils are suitable for use in vertical axis wind turbine application due to the mixed
type of flow physics around the rotor. So it is critical for computation of aerodynamic loads on the
airfoil and many aerodynamists will not believe the resultswithout an experimental validation.
Also, it is always been challenging tasks to validate computational fluid dynamic simulation re-
sults with wind tunnel experiments under this flow conditions. A proper airfoil S1210 is selected
as a base airfoil in this research work which come after first try with DU06-W200 airfoil for use
in design of double-element airfoil. A method of two-element airfoil blade design is suggested
for use in vertical axis wind turbine. A slat airfoil is extracted from the shape of the base airfoil
then the remaining portion becomes a main airfoil. A relation of airfoil division is given with
respect to the main airfoil chord length. Then the arrangement is defined by main parameters, the
slat angle(βs) and the distance of trailing edge of slat airfoil from the nose of the main airfoil
along the chord direction(XTE).

Initially, the wind tunnel testings are carried out on double-element S1210 airfoil for different slat
anglesβs and theXTE then an optimal parameters are defined. From the wind tunnel tests the
slat angle for S1210 double airfoil found to be optimal at valueβs = 20◦. Due to the limitations
of the range of angle of attack numerical simulations of the flow over double-element S1210
airfoil are carried out for optimized parametersβs = 20◦ andXTE = 4mm at Reynolds number
Re = 200, 000. A validation of 2D Computational Fluid Dynamics results carried out and it
showed very good agrement with the wind tunnel results for this case. The accuracy of the 2D
CFD results were within5% for an angle of attackα in the range of±15◦.

The aerodynamics model based on stream tube method is used topredict the performance of the
proposedD2A − V AWT . A double multiple stream tube model used in this work is validated
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with the reference 1-kW Windspire wind turbine and then model is implemented forD2A −
V AWT . A performance ofD2A−V AWT is represented by the power coefficient and the total
power output from the rotor. It showed exciting results in which a performance ofD2A−V AWT
is enhanced by 100% than the reference wind turbine performance of same size. The purpose of
this research work is fulfilled, however it was interesting to see howD2A − V AWT responds
to the blade pitch control.

So in next step active pitch controller is implemented and a theoretical analysis is carried out. In
this analysis it is found that, a total power production can be doubled forD2A − V AWT with
individual pitch control mechanism also the cut in speed of the rotor can be considerably reduced
down. A problem of self start is disappeared as well. It is found that, it is worth to accommodate
the active pitch controller for vertical axis wind turbine to maximize the power production even
though it is expensive solution. It is suggested to implement passive pitch control mechanism
optimized for specific operating speed of the rotor to make iteconomical.

In future it is very interesting to measure a performance ofD2A − V AWT in outdoor environ-
ment. A variety of different airfoil shapes also can be tested for comparison point of view. A
scope of vertical axis wind turbine is immense and can be custom designed for variation appli-
cations. one such example can be vertical axis wind turbine which operates on river currents,
ocean currents etc. A customized design can be made for suitable in urban environment for high
rise building structures. This research work takes the vertical axis wind turbine to its new level
of developments.

In my opinion vertical axis wind turbine not just having a scope for small power production
but they has got potential on mega watt scale in the range of 10MW and above for offshore
applications. There are couple of project undergoing with concept of floating wind turbine in
which a vertical axis wind turbine is used as rotor instead ofmost popular three bladed horizontal
axis wind turbine.
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A design of double-element airfoil is proposed for its use in the vertical axis wind turbine. The double-element airfoil system
consists of a main airfoil and a slat airfoil. The design parameters of the double-element airfoil system are given by the
position and orientation of the trailing edge of the slat airfoil with respect to the nose of the main airfoil. The position
parameters are given by xTE and yTE. The orientation is given by the slat angle βs ; it is the angle between the chord lengths of
the slat airfoil with respect to the main airfoil. Various tests were performed using different slat angles at various Reynolds
numbers to measure the aerodynamic characteristics, so as to study the slat angle effects. The variation in the slat angle
causes a change in the lift coefficient of the double-element airfoil considerably. Therefore, an optimum value of slat angle
is determined for the double-element airfoil system designed in this paper. Further, the performance of new design of a
vertical axis wind turbine shows considerable increase in the power coefficient and the total power output as compared to the
reference wind turbine.

Keywords: double-element airfoil; wind tunnel testing; vertical axis wind turbine design; offshore application

Introduction

The single airfoil design and flow analysis by experimental
methods is well known from centuries in the aviation in-
dustry, and it has become a key element in wind turbines
later on. The design of an airfoil is a very important issue in
the aviation and wind turbine industry. The lift coefficient
of the airfoil, which improves the performance of an aero-
plane, can be increased by using the multi-element airfoil
system. The physics of multi-element airfoil in air was ex-
plained by Smith in the 1970s (Smith 1975). At that time,
the physical phenomenon of multi-element airfoil was cor-
rectly introduced, and the effects of slat airfoil in front of
main airfoil were understood.

The airfoils used in the high lift system works at
Reynolds number Re = 1, 000, 000. With little modifica-
tions, these airfoils can be directly used in the design of hor-
izontal axis wind turbine blade (HAWT). However, in case
of the vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT), there is a need for
special airfoils because the Reynolds number in this case
is Re ≤ 500, 000. A recent study is carried out (Bah and
Sankar 2013), in which the use of multi-element airfoil is
investigated to improve the performance of VAWT numeri-
cally. Similarly, an attempt has been made by Gaunaa et al.
(2010) and Zahl et al. (2012) to make use of double-element
airfoil in HAWT. Findings of these two research work pro-
vide guidelines for the design of the double-element airfoil.

∗
Corresponding author. Email: pdc@civil.aau.dk

The research study also concluded that double-element air-
foil is useful to incorporate in multi-rotor design of HAWT
(a concept patented by Lew 2011). This concept has become
a starting point for the design of double-element airfoil for
its use in VAWT at Reynolds number Re ≤ 500, 000. The
airfoils used in the design of VAWT can be found in the
literature (Mohamed 2012).

In general, NACA symmetric airfoils are used in the
design of traditional VAWT blades such as NACA0012,
NACA0018, etc. However, in the current work, an airfoil
designed at TU Delft is used, named DU06W200 (Claessens
2006). The reason for choosing this airfoil is that it is suit-
able for low tip speed ratio and has an improved power co-
efficient as compared to the other symmetric airfoils from
the NACA series. Therefore, a DU06-W200 is used as a
base airfoil in design of double-element airfoil. Further,
two blades of desired length and designed chord length
are manufactured by three-dimensional printing technol-
ogy. These two blades are connected with each other by a
link which forms a test specimen. An arrangement is made
to change the slat angle of the slat airfoil blade to carry out
various tests. This test specimen of double-element airfoil
blade is used to perform wind tunnel tests in the Aerolab
educational wind tunnel (Aerolab 2010).

The normal and axial forces acting on the double-
element airfoil are measured with the data acquisition

C© 2014 Taylor & Francis
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Figure 1. Double element DU06-W200 airfoil.

system of the wind tunnel. Raw experimental data ob-
tained from the wind tunnel is accurately fitted with the
polynomial curve fitting method, and then the lift and drag
coefficients are calculated. Further, to this work a double
multiple-stream tube method (DMSTM) is used for calcu-
lation of induced velocities in the VAWT rotor, and then a
blade element method is used to determine the aerodynamic
load on the blade (Strickland 1975; Paraschivoiu 2002). A
reference 1 kW (Windspire Energy Inc 2010) VAWT is
used for the verification of the numerical model based on
DMSTM. Then, the power coefficient and the total power
output from new VAWT are determined. A comparative
study validates that the new VAWT design improves the
power coefficient and power output considerably. The new
VAWT design can be effectively used on ships and offshore
structures to harvest the wind power into electrical energy. It
is also interesting to determine the vibrations on the VAWT
structure due to ship motion.

In section ‘double-element airfoil’, the design and ter-
minologies used in a double-element airfoil blade struc-
ture are explained. In section ‘experimental analysis’ in-
formation about the wind tunnel test set-up, test vari-
ables, validation of test results and outcomes of all tests
performed are discussed. Section ‘numerical performance
analysis’ discusses performance of new design of VAWT.
The research work is concluded in last section with further
research scope.

Double-element airfoil

Double-element airfoil blade structure is constructed by the
main and the slat airfoil as shown in Figure 1.

The position of the trailing edge (TE) of slat airfoil
and orientation of the slat airfoil with respect to the main
airfoil are important design variables. The reason for that is,
these two variables cause delay in the stall angle of airfoil
and develop the high lift. Two variables representing the
position and the orientation of a slat airfoil with respect
to the main airfoil are expressed by three parameters. The
first two parameters describe the position of the TE of the
slat airfoil along the local x-direction (xTE) and along local
y-direction (yTE), respectively. In this work, the parameters
xTE and yTE are kept constant. The third parameter is the
slat angle (βs), which represents the orientation of a slat

Table 1. Physical properties of air and parameters of double-
element airfoil.

Symbol Value Unit

ρ 1.21 kg m−3

μ 1.84 × 10−5 kg m−1 s
cm 0.100 m
cs 0.050 m
xTE 0.030 m
yTE 0.004 m

airfoil, which is the angle between the chord length of the
slat airfoil (cs) and the local x-direction. The slat angle is
positive in a nose-up direction.

In Gaunaa et al. (2010), it is found that locating the TE
of a slat airfoil at 15% of the chord length of a main airfoil
(cm) is an overall good position. In addition, the effective
normal distance between the main and the slat airfoil is
less. However, a normal distance of less than 5% of cm is
optimal. Therefore, in double-element airfoil blade design,
the position and orientation of the slat airfoil with respect
to the main airfoil was chosen as per findings in Gaunaa
et al. (2010), irrespective of the airfoil shape and its size.
These parameters of double-element airfoil can be found in
Table 1.

In Table 1, ρ is the air density, μ is the air viscosity, and
cm and cs are the respective chord lengths of the main and
slat airfoil.

It should be noted that the parameters are slightly mod-
ified (reduced) to keep the minimum possible normal dis-
tance between the TE of the slat airfoil and the upper surface
of a main airfoil.

Experimental analysis

Various experiments are performed at different wind speeds
which correspond to different Reynolds numbers as fol-
lows:

Re = ρV∞ (cm + cs)

μ
(1)

where uexpt is the wind speed during wind tunnel testing.
The wind speed (V∞) which is set during various tests is
given in Table 2.

Table 2. Wind tunnel velocity setting.

Sr. No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

V∞ (m−1 s) 10 13 15 20 23 25 34
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Figure 2. Double element airfoil in wind tunnel. (This figure is
available in colour online.)

Wind tunnel test set-up

In this work, a wind tunnel testing is carried out in order to
determine

• the lift and drag coefficient and
• the effect of slat angle (βs) on lift coefficient.

The dimensions of the wind tunnel are 305 mm width,
305 mm height and 610 mm length (Aerolab 2010). The
range of wind speed achievable is 4.5–60 m/s. The wind
tunnel used in this work has limitation on the angle of
attack which can be adjusted in the range of ±22◦. The
mounting arrangement for a double-element airfoil in the
wind tunnel is shown in Figure 2.

The slat airfoil is bolted together with the main airfoil
by two side links fixed to the main airfoil, and a linear
adjustment is provided by a slot on link end so that the
position parameter xTE can be adjusted. The yTE position
can be adjusted by rotating the links about the main airfoil.
The third parameter βs is set by an angular position of a slat
airfoil with respect to two side links parallel to the chord
length of a main airfoil. The optimum length of the double-
element airfoil blade is 250 mm for this wind tunnel and is
represented by h length of double-element airfoil blade.

The Aerolab wind tunnel has a data display and an
acquisition system through which, the normal force Nf and
the tangential force Af acting on a double-element airfoil
are obtained and then stored in a text format. These forces
are then converted to an experimental lift force Lf and a
drag force Df by the following equation:

Lf (α) = Nf cos(α) − Af sin(α)

Df (α) = Nf sin(α) + Af cos(α) (2)

Finally, the experimental lift coefficient cL and experi-
mental drag coefficients cD are obtained,

cL = Lf

1
2ρV 2∞ (cm + cs) h

cD = Df

1
2ρV 2∞ (cm + cs) h

(3)

Figure 3. Results of verification test: lift coefficient.

Validation of test results

The accuracy of experimental results is first checked with
the sample testing. In this sample, verification test for single
DU06-W200 airfoil is carried out at Re = 300,000 and the
test results are compared with the available lift coefficient
data from Claessens (2006) at Re = 300, 000. Figure 3
shows the lift coefficient versus the angle of attack for
DU06-W200 airfoil.

The maximum lift coefficient value for the test specimen
is 1.204, which occurs at an angle of attack 18.6◦. In the
original test results, the maximum lift coefficient value is
1.34, which occurs at the angle of attack of magnitude
17◦ (Claessens 2006). It is clear that the wind tunnel test
carried in this study exists with an error of 10%. These tests
are carried in two different wind tunnels which justifies that
there is an error in the lift coefficient to some extent. Overall,
the test specimen used in this study was not optimised to be
used in Aerolab wind tunnel. Also, the results are influenced
by the wind tunnel walls, which cause the lower value of
lift coefficient as compared to the original values.

In this study, the error of 10% was accepted for due to a
reason that the aim of this paper is to determine the optimal
slat angle. With this validation test results, further tests are
carried out as mentioned in Table 3.

Table 3. Variable in seven different tests.

Pitch angle βs

Sr. No. Re 10◦ 16◦ 20◦ 25◦ 30◦ 45◦

1 100,000 × × × × × ×
2 130,000 × × × × ×
3 150,000 × × × ×
4 200,000 × × × × × ×
5 230,000 × × × ×
6 250,000 × × ×
7 340,000 × ×
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Figure 4. Double-element DU06-W200 airfoil at Re = 200,000:
lift coefficient.

In Table 3, ‘ × ’ sign indicates that the test has been
done, and an empty space indicates that the test has not been
carried out at this Reynolds number for the respective slat
angle. The selective tests are performed due to the reason
that the test results are very good at certain slat angles, for
example, 10◦, 20◦ and 30◦. Primary measured data analysis
reveals that theses slat angles are of interest in this study.

Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the lift coefficients of the double-
element DU06-W200 airfoil at Re = 200,000 for different
slat angles.

A lift curve of double-element airfoil at βs = 10◦, 16◦

and 20◦ is gradually increasing for positive angle of attack.
The stall angle occurs at 15◦ and 22◦ of angles of attack for
slat angles βs = 10◦ and 16◦, respectively. A stall angle is
the angle of attack of the airfoil at which the lift coefficient
starts declining and airfoil enters in dynamic stage.

At βs = 20◦, the lift curve has not shown any stall be-
haviour yet until the angle of attack reaches to α = 24◦. Due
to the limitation of the angle of attack adjustment in wind
tunnel, it was not possible to increase the angle of attack
further. At βs = 25◦, the lift curve showed a stall angle at
α = 20◦, which indicates that the effect of a slat angle starts
declining at this angle. Later on, the slat angle is changed
to βs = 30◦, and the lift coefficient reduces gradually. For
the slat angle of βs = 40◦, it showed similar behaviour of
lift curve which confirms that the further increase in the slat
angle is not advantageous. From this, it is concluded that
the lift coefficient drastically decreases along with the shift
in a lift curve towards positive angle of attack at α = 25◦.
It is observed that the slat angle βs = 20◦ performs better
than any other slat angles tested in this experimental study.
Therefore, test results at βs = 20◦ angle are further dis-

Figure 5. Double-element DU06-W200 airfoil at βs = 20◦: lift
coefficient.

cussed in detail with different Reynolds numbers. Figure 5
shows the lift coefficient of double-element DU06-W200
airfoil with slat angle βs = 20◦ at various Reynolds num-
bers.

The lift coefficient under Re < 150, 000 soon enters
into the stall behaviour. Also, the variation in the maxi-
mum value of the lift coefficient between Reynolds numbers
Re = 100, 000 and 130, 000 is 16%. Similarly, between
Reynolds numbers Re = 130, 000 and 150, 000, it is 10%.
It shows the gradual decrease of difference in the maximum
lift coefficient of two successive Reynolds numbers. From
this, the following conclusion is drawn: at Re = 150, 000,

there is a large influence of mixed flow conditions, and an
airfoil under this Reynolds number does not work properly.

In the range of Reynolds number Re = 200, 000 and
250, 000, the lift coefficient almost remains unchanged.
The double-element airfoil shows stable lift coefficient in
this range. Also, the stall angle is not yet appeared which
indicates that the airfoil performance is very good at these
Reynolds numbers. An experiment is carried out for a
higher Reynolds number Re = 340, 000 which does not
show increase in the maximum lift coefficient. However,
it has shown overall improvement in the lift curve by 5%
between angle of attack α = 5◦ and 20◦ as can be seen in
Figure 5.

A drag coefficient is plotted in Figure 6. It is important
to observe the behaviour of drag coefficient. The drag coef-
ficient for Reynolds number Re ≤ 150, 000 is very large as
compared to other Reynolds numbers. The drag coefficient
of maximum magnitude 0.5 for the angle of attack between
±25◦ is in the acceptable range, where the stall angle is not
achieved yet at Re ≥ 150, 000. The high value of drag co-
efficient also explains that the flow is unsteady at the wind
tunnel wall. The double-element DU06-W200 airfoil de-
signed in this study performs very well for Re ≥ 150, 000
at slat angle of βs = 20◦.
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Figure 6. Double-element DU06-W200 airfoil at βs = 20◦: drag
coefficient.

Numerical analysis

A reference Windspire 1 kW wind turbine is considered
for comparison with the new design of the VAWT with the
double-element airfoil. Parameters of the reference 1 kW
wind turbine and double-element airfoil VAWT are given
in Table 4.

DMST model

In this study, it is proposed to make use of a double-element
airfoil for the construction of a three-blade VAWT. The use
of multi-element airfoil in the blade construction has shown
increase in the lift coefficient, which is directly proportional
to the total power output of the VAWT. The proposed new
design of VAWT schematics is shown in Figure 7.

� is the rotational speed of the rotor. Vi and Vw are the
intermediate and wake velocity. The angle βs represents the
fixed geometrical axis between the main airfoil and a slat
airfoil, which is same for all the three blades. Aerodynamics
of a VAWT and the flow around the rotor is mainly studied
by a multiple actuator disc theory (Newman 1986). The
velocity components at various locations in the flow area are
of interest, which are calculated by momentum theory and
the blade element theory. There are different stream tube
methods to describe the VAWT rotor. Such methods are the

Table 4. Geometric parameters of reference and new VAWT.

Description Symbol Value

Height of rotor H 6.100 m
Diameter of rotor Dr 1.220 m
Single airfoil chord length c 0.123 m
Main airfoil chord length cm 0.085 m
Slat airfoil chord length cs 0.035 m
Slat TE position x direction xTE 0.015 m
Slat TE position y direction yTE 0.006 m

Figure 7. Schematic of VAWT with double-element airfoil in
blade design.

single stream tube method, multiple stream tube method
and the double multiple stream tube method (DMSTM),
where the latter approach offers more precise predictions
(Paraschivoiu 1982). In DMSTM, the flow field outside the
rotor is divided into two subfields, placed up-stream and
down-stream of the rotor. The fluid flow is considered to
be inviscid and incompressible for the calculation of the
induced velocity through each stream tube. Since the flow
field is divided into two halves, it is necessary to derive the
local angle of attack, local relative velocity for up-stream
and down-stream of the rotor individually. In this study, it
is important to determine the aerodynamic loads based on
the wind tunnel experimental results and further evaluate
the performance of the new VAWT. Author has explained
more about numerical modelling which can be referred
in Chougule et al. (2013) for more details. To understand
the basics of aerodynamic load modelling of VAWT, one
can refer to a text book on Darrieus wind turbine design
(Paraschivoiu 2002).

Validation of DMST model

In this study, the rotor diameter and the rotor height are
same for reference wind turbine and the new wind turbine.
The chord length is changed as per double-element airfoil
design. The performance evaluation is based on the experi-
mental data available for 1.2 kW Windspire VAWT (Huskey
et al. 2009). The wind speed versus rotational speed of the
rotor is an input to the numerical calculations.

Figure 8 shows the measured power coefficient and total
power curve for the reference Windspire 1 kW wind turbine.
The validation of a DMSTM numerical model is carried
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6 P.D. Chougule et al.

Figure 8. Verification of DMSTM. (a) Power coefficient. (b)
Power output; —— represents numerical results DMSTM model
and – – – represents Windspire measurement.

out based on the experimental power output of a reference
Windspire 1 kW wind turbine. Based on the data given
in Table 1, a total power output from DMSTM numerical
model is compared with available experimental data. The
maximum power coefficient of the reference wind turbine is
0.20, whereas DMSTM predicts 0.23 with an overestimate
of 15%. The validation shows that the order of accuracy of
DMSTM model used for numerical simulations is accept-
able to predict the power performance of the new VAWT.

Performance of new VAWT

Numerical simulation is performed at Reynolds number
Re = 230,000 for new design of VAWT. The power co-
efficient and the power output for new design are plotted
in Figure 9. There is an increase in the maximum power
coefficient of the VAWT from 23% to 44% for new design
of VAWT. The performance of the new design of VAWT
has nearly doubled as compared to the reference wind
turbine.

The effect of the high lift and the delay of the stall
angle are advantageous in VAWT, because the angle of at-
tack that occurs in the VAWT is comparatively higher than
HAWT. Therefore, it can be concluded that the use of a
double-element airfoil in VAWT blade design significantly
improves the performance of wind turbine. The power effi-
ciency of the reference 1 kW Windspire wind turbine can be
increased from 20% to 37.4% in reality. It is worth to note
that the peak power output is tremendous as compared to
the reference wind turbine power output. This can be disad-
vantageous for the electrical system component operating
at such a peak power output and falls down drastically.

Figure 9. Performance of new VAWT. (a) Power coefficient. (b)
Power output.

Conclusion

A double-element airfoil blade design is proposed in this
work for its use in VAWT. However, the focus of study is to
experimentally determine the effect of the slat angle on the
lift coefficient of double-element airfoil system. Initially,
a verification test is carried out in order to determine the
accuracy of the results obtained in this study. An error of
10% is observed in verification test results and the original
data of selected airfoil. With the acceptance of this error,
further tests are carried out for the double-element airfoil
system. The aerodynamic characteristics, mainly the lift and
the drag coefficient of a double-element airfoil, are obtained
for different Reynolds numbers at different slat angle. A
wind tunnel test reveals that a slat angle of magnitude 20◦

has optimum effect on the lift coefficient curve and it is the
most suitable angle for the designed double-element airfoil
in this study.

A power coefficient and total power output of new de-
sign of VAWT are numerically determined and compared
with a reference Windspire 1 kW wind turbine. The power
coefficient of the straight-bladed VAWT is improved up to
43%. An effective use of the double-element airfoil in the
blade design instead of using a single airfoil has doubled
the total power output. There are different airfoils available,
which can be utilised in the design of a VAWT blade with
the double-element airfoil system. Hence in future, differ-
ent airfoil shapes will be checked and various combinations
of the main and the slat airfoils will be investigated for their
use in VAWT.
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Abstract. Nowadays, small vertical axis wind turbines are receiving more attention due to

their suitability in micro-electricity generation. There are few vertical axis wind turbine designs

with good power curve. However, the efficiency of power extraction has not been improved.

Therefore, an attempt has been made to utilize high lift technology for vertical axis wind

turbines in order to improve power efficiency. High lift is obtained by double-element airfoil

mainly used in aeroplane wing design. In this current work a low Reynolds number airfoil is

selected to design a double-element airfoil blade for use in vertical axis wind turbine to improve

the power efficiency. Double-element airfoil blade design consists of a main airfoil and a slat

airfoil. Orientation of slat airfoil is a parameter of investigation in this paper and air flow

simulation over double-element airfoil. With primary wind tunnel test an orientation parameter

for the slat airfoil is initially obtained. Further a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been

used to obtain the aerodynamic characteristics of double-element airfoil. The CFD simulations

were carried out using ANSYS CFX software. It is observed that there is an increase in the

lift coefficient by 26% for single-element airfoil at analysed conditions. The CFD simulation

results were validated with wind tunnel tests. It is also observe that by selecting proper airfoil

configuration and blade sizes an increase in lift coefficient can further be achieved.

1. Introduction

Various types of vertical-axis wind turbines (VAWTs) have been suggested. The most well-
known include the Darrieus-type egg beater-shaped VAWT invented in 1931 [1], the Savonius
type VAWT invented in 1929, and the H-rotor type design, which appeared after research activity
from 1970 to 1980 in the UK. Darrieus VAWTs have recently been documented as an alternative
solution for small power production [2]-[3]. Eriksson et al. concluded that VAWTs are more
cost-effective than horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs) for small power generation [4]. A
Darrieus-type VAWT consists of three blades with straight, curved, spiral, helical geometry to
improve their power coefficient. In this paper straight bladed VAWT is consider because author
wanted to implement self active pitch control mechanism [5].

Bhutta et al. [6] summarized the designs and techniques of VAWTs and compared their
performances. VAWTs that operate by a lift force are conventionally designed using a single
airfoil in the blade design. There are two main types of airfoils: symmetric and non-symmetric.
Symmetric airfoils were developed by the National Advisory Committee of Aeronautics (NACA)
for use in low-altitude-flying airplanes. A conventional straight-bladed VAWT design has two
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essential drawbacks: i) it shows low power coefficient compared to the horizontal-axis wind
turbine (HAWT), and ii) it does not start itself. In this paper, the power coefficient of a
conventional VAWT was improved by using a double-element airfoil in the blade design. The
operating principle of the multi-element airfoil has been nicely represented by Smith [7]. The
purpose of a multi-element airfoil is to increase the lift coefficient and delay the stall angle of a
single airfoil [8],[9]. The lift coefficient is directly proportional to the mechanical power output.
Therefore, an increase in the lift coefficient of a double-element airfoil should improve the power
coefficient of VAWT.

Gaunaa et al. previously tried to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of a double-
element airfoil, emphasizing its applicability in the HAWT [10]. They studied the double-
element airfoil for high Reynolds numbers of magnitude Re ≥ 1, 000, 000. A computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) simulation of the flow around a double-element airfoil showed a remarkable
increase in lift coefficient. However, VAWT operates at very low range of Reynolds numbers
(Re = 100, 000−300, 000). The condition of very low Reynolds number was the most critical part
in the flow physics over the airfoil, because the flow behavior was drastically different compared
to other conditions and standard flow theories might predict the wrong results. Therefore, care
was taken during meshing and a selection of an airfoil providing a high lift coefficient at low
Reynolds number.

The size of the slat airfoil with respect to the main airfoil was decided based on the design
guidelines given by Buhl [11]. The position and optimal angle of the slat airfoil with respect
to the main airfoil were determined by a wind-tunnel experiment, to achieve the maximum
lift coefficient. 2D CFD simulation of double-element airfoil is performed in this study and
aerodynamic characteristics of the slat airfoil and main airfoil are discussed. A sample test of
validation was carried out to compare the 2D CFD over all results with the wind tunnel test.

Section 2 discusses the selection and design of the double-element airfoil. Section 3 gives the
wind tunnel experiment carried out with double-element airfoil. Section 4 discusses detail about
the 2D CFD modeling and simulation and a sample validation is given. Section 5 contains the
conclusion part of the study.

2. Airfoil configuration

A common practice in the design of an airfoil for a VAWT is to modify available NACA symmetric
airfoils. These airfoils were designed for low-altitude airplanes, for which the flow conditions
nearly correspond to the flow physics around the VAWT. However, these airfoils are not the
optimal choice for blade design in VAWTs that operate at low Reynolds numbers. Airfoils that
perform well at low Reynolds numbers are more suitable. In this context , the S1210 and S1223
airfoils have proven to be better than the symmetric or non-symmetric NACA airfoils [12]. They
were originally designed to obtain high lift at high altitude for a drone, characteristics that can
be used in VAWT blade design.

2.1. Airfoil Selection

The airfoil shape contributes in the generation of a lift coefficient by creating suction on upper
surface of the airfoil. In this process, a drag is also being generated which is not desirable for the
maximum power output of the wind turbine. To get the maximum torque and a power output
from wind turbine, it is important to have an airfoil which will generate the high-lift and the
high lift-to-drag ratio. Selection of a proper airfoil for the VAWT is very important at initial
stage of the design process. In [13] it is summarized that the operating range for a symmetric
airfoil is wider than the non-symmetric airfoil. That means that stall is observed at smaller
angle of attack in case of a non-symmetric airfoil.

An airfoil designed at Delft University of Technology, Netherlands called the DU06-W200 has
shown improvement in the lift coefficient and ability to self- start at low Reynolds number, [14].
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An addition of a camber in the airfoil shape has contributed in a self start ability. The thickness
of the base airfoil is increased to give more structural strength to the blades; however, it has
not been justified with its need for the VAWT. In reality, the thick airfoil has the disadvantages
of lowering the maximum lift coefficient even though it works at higher tip speed ratio. The
increase in the power coefficient achieved up to 5% as compared to the use of the NACA0018
airfoil in a VAWT blade design.

There are a few other airfoils which operate at the low Reynolds number, mainly they are
S1210, S1213 [15] and S1223 [16], [12]. These airfoils have the high-lift at a low Reynolds number
from Re = 200, 000 to Re = 500, 000. Recently, a new airfoil for a small horizontal axis wind
turbine has been designed by focusing a low wind speed startup which is called airfish AF300
[17]. The author has mentioned that, this airfoil works for Reynolds number ranging from
Re = 38, 000 to Re = 205, 000, which means, it is a very low wind speed condition. AF300 is
designed by addition of 1% to 3% in the trailing edge of the airfoil S1223 and 1% to 5% thickness
in trailing edge of the airfoil S1210.

In this paper, the focus is on the proper airfoil selection for double-element airfoil design.
In [13] it is also indicated that an S1046 airfoil has highest power coefficient, so it is obvious
to select this profile for the design. However, there is one thing to be considered which is that
the Reynolds number at which this airfoil performs well is related to the tip speed ratio (TSR).
Also, in the selection and design of the airfoil one must consider other parameters such as
the airfoil lift-to-drag ratio (cL/cD) also known as glide ratio, endurance parameter, thickness,
pitching moment, stall characteristics, and sensitivity to the roughness are all important factors,
amongst others. Therefore, a S1210 airfoil has been studied due to the high-lift coefficient at
a low Reynolds number. The selection of a S1210 airfoil is done due to its maximum lift and
higher lift-to-drag ratio. Further the design of double-element airfoil is carried out.

2.2. Double-element airfoil

In this paper, an S1210 airfoil was selected as the base airfoil for the design of a double-element
airfoil. The S1210 airfoil has several characteristics that make it ideal for selection. i) It gives
the highest maximum lift coefficient at a low Reynolds number. ii) It stalls smoothly; that is, the
lift curve after the stall angle follows a nearly zero slope, represented by a glide ratio of (cL/cD).
iii) It performs well at low Reynolds number and has the best combination of lift coefficient (cL)
and high glide ratio. cL and cD represents the lift and drag coefficients respectively.

The chord length c of the S1210 base airfoil was chosen to be c = 127 mm, based on the
test specimen requirements of the Aerolab wind tunnel [18]. Figure 1 shows how the S1210
single airfoil was divided into a double-element airfoil (i.e., into a main airfoil and a slat airfoil).
In the design of the double-element airfoil, the chord length of the slat airfoil (cs) was 35% of

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
−0.05

0
0.05
0.1 Slat Main

x/c

y
/c

Figure 1. Division of a S1210 airfoil into a double-element airfoil

the chord length of the base airfoil c; thus, cs (= 44.45 mm)[10],[11]. The main airfoil chord
length (cm) was 90% of c (= 114.3 mm). The design parameters of double-element airfoil, the
position and slat angle with respect to the main airfoil are represented in the Figure 2. In the
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Figure 2. Double-element airfoil

double-element airfoil, the position and orientation of the slat airfoil with respect to the main
airfoil are expressed by three parameters. Two parameters described the position of the trailing
edge (TE) of a slat airfoil along the local x− direction (xTE) and the local y− direction (yTE).
A third parameter, the slat angle (βs), represented the orientation of the slat airfoil as the angle
between the chord length of the slat airfoil with the local x − direction. This parameter is
positive in the nose-up direction. In Table 1, TE corresponds with the trailing edge.

Table 1. Parameters of double-element airfoil
Description Symbol Value Unit
Slat TE position x-direction xTE 0.012 m
Slat TE position y-direction yTE 0.004 m
Slat Aerofoil angle βs -20 ◦

3. Wind tunnel experiment

A wind tunnel testing is performed in this work to:

• determine the optimal angle of a slat airfoil (βs) with respect to the main airfoil.

• determine the lift and a drag coefficient of the double-element airfoil.

• validate the 2D CFD simulation results.

The dimensions of the wind tunnel used in this experiment are 305 mm width, 305 mm height
and 610 mm length [18]. The range of the wind speed achievable is 4.5 m/s to 60 m/s. The
wind tunnel used in this research has a limitation on the angle of attack which can be adjusted
in the range of −24◦ to +24◦ due to the size of the wind tunnel. To avoid blockage effects the
wind tunnel experiments are carried out at lower range of angle of attack −20◦ to +20◦. Also,
it is important to mention here that the wind tunnel results are not influenced by blockage
effect. Therefore, a 2D CFD simulation result obtained within this range of the angle of attack
is compared with the wind tunnel test results.

The slat airfoil is bolted with a main airfoil by two side links fixed to the main airfoil, and
a linear adjustment is provided by a slot on the link end so that, the position parameter xTE

can be adjusted. The yTE position can be adjusted by rotating the links around main airfoil.
The third parameter βs is set by an angular position of a slat airfoil with respect to two side
links parallel to the chord length of the main airfoil. The main and the slat airfoil blades are
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manufactured by 3D printing technology, and plastic material is used. The optimum length of
the double-element airfoil blade is 250 mm for this wind tunnel and is represented by h length
of the double-element airfoil test blade.

The main and the slat airfoils are manufactured individually, and fixed to each other by side
links as shown in Figure 3. Figure 3.a shows the top view of the double-element S1210 airfoil
and Figure 3.b shows the bottom view of the double-element S1210 airfoil. A single airfoil
is formed by joining a slat airfoil with the main airfoil and later used as a single airfoil test
specimen in Aerolab wind tunnel. Then experiments are performed to find out the lift and the
drag coefficients for a single and a double-element airfoil.

a) b)

Figure 3. Double-element S1210 airfoil test specimen

The Aerolab wind tunnel has a data display and an acquisition system through which, the
normal force Nf and the tangential force Af acting on the double-element airfoil are obtained
and stored in a text format. Theses forces are then converted to experimental lift force Lf and
the drag force Df by the following equation:

Lf (α) =Nf cos(α) −Af sin(α)

Df (α) =Nf sin(α) +Af cos(α)

}

(1)

Finally, the experimental lift coefficient cLexpt
and an experimental drag coefficients cDexpt

are
obtained:

cLexpt
=

Lf

1
2 ρV

2
m(cm + cs)h

cDexpt
=

Df

1
2 ρV

2
m(cm + cs)h

⎫

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎭

(2)

Figure 4 shows the experimental lift coefficient of a single airfoil (SA) and a double-element
airfoil (DA) for various Reynolds numbers.

At different Reynolds number, it is interesting to see that, the maximum lift coefficient for a
single and double-element airfoil is increases, and also the stall angle is increased due to effect
of the slat airfoil in front of the main airfoil. The effect of transition flow (laminar separation
bubble)is occurred at Re < 100, 000, therefore it is focused at Re > 100, 000 in this paper. The
tabular values represent the maximum lift coefficient for a single and double-element airfoil for
different Reynolds number, and the difference in a stall angle is calculated and concluded with
observations.

In Table 1, αmax represents the stall angle in the wind tunnel test. The difference of the
stall angle between a single and double-element airfoil at Re = 50, 000 is 11.2◦ which is very
interesting, and it reduces to 8.6◦ for Re=100,000. From this it can be concluded that the S1210
double-element airfoil arrangement performs very well in the range of Re = 50, 000 to Re100, 000
by delaying the stall angle. Whereas, the difference of the maximum lift is gradually increasing
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Figure 4. Wind Tunnel test results for Single and Double-element airfoils.
a) Re = 40,000 . b) Re = 55,000 . c) Re = 75,000. d) Re = 100,000. e) Re = 200,000. f) Re =
240,000
——: Double-element S1210 airfoil - - - -: Single-element S1210 airfoil

Table 2. The maximum experimental lift coefficient of a single (SA) and a double-element
(DA) S1210 airfoil.

Re αmax(SA) cLmax
(SA) αmax(DA) cLmax

(DA) Δαmax ΔcLmax

40,000 6◦ 0.6015 11.2◦ 0.7425 5.2◦ 0.1410
50,000 7.5◦ 0.8907 18.6◦ 1.257 11.2◦ 0.3663
75,000 7.5◦ 1.083 16.1◦ 1.457 8.6◦ 0.3740
100,000 16◦ 1.593 20◦ 1.935 — —
200,000 16.4◦ 1.687 20◦ 2.200 — —
240,000 19.5◦ 1.712 20◦ 2.310 — —
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which produces the extra power output. However, for the VAWT the delay of the stall angle
improves the power efficiency more than the maximum lift coefficient. At the high wind speed
conditions the effect of a slat airfoil on main airfoil has been less than in the low wind speed
conditions. The S1210 airfoil has characteristics of the high lift coefficient at a low Reynolds
number which supports the previous conclusion from the wind tunnel results.

The lift coefficient curve of a single airfoil at Re ≥= 200, 000 remains the same with a very less
increment in the maximum value, which indicates further increase in the Reynolds number and
will not improve the maximum lift coefficient value. The double-element airfoil lift coefficient
at Re ≥= 200, 000 is increasing and a stall condition of an airfoil is yet to reach at 20◦ angle
of attack. The maximum lift coefficient of a single airfoil is increased by 40% at Re = 200, 000
and the angle of attack by 20◦ in the double-element airfoil. At an angle of attack below 12◦

the lift coefficient curves of the double-element airfoil at the Re ≥= 200, 000 follows sagging
nature in the curve, as compared to a single airfoil lift coefficient curve. It indicates that,
the double-element airfoil is not having any effect of an increase in a lift coefficient under this
condition. Therefore, wind tunnel results show that, the double-element airfoil is effective at
Re ≥= 100, 000 for a S1210 airfoil.

4. 2D CFD modeling and simulation

In this study, a 2D geometric mesh was created using ANSYS ICEM CFD. The domain was
a circle with a radius of 4 m, corresponding to 40 times the chord length of the main airfoil.
A structured Hexa mesh was used. The height of the first cell from the boundary surface was
3μm, which grew at a ratio of 1.2. A smooth transition was maintained between the smaller
boundary quad elements and the much larger elements away from the airfoil surfaces.

The boundary layer was captured by using the O-Grid blocking topology within ICEM CFD
in a C-shaped pattern. The boundary layer around the airfoil and the wake zone with finer
sized mesh elements behind the airfoil were captured with the C-shaped O-Grid. First, a grid
was fixed to a distance of 1.0x10−6m to ensure a dimensionless number y+ ≤ 1.5, to properly
resolve the boundary layer close to the wall surface and to obtain accurate reports of the lift
and drag coefficient (between the domain and boundary layer). The use of a structured mesh
with a circular air domain to simulate different angles of attack increased the flexibility of mesh
generation and the convergence in the solution. The cell count was 150,000. Figure 7 shows
the mesh used for the double-element S1210 airfoil. Air was considered to be an isothermal

Figure 5. Grid around double-element Airfoil

and incompressible gas with constant density in the solver settings. A single set of momentum
equations was solved. Mass and force balances were ensured by using the continuity equation
and the momentum equation set in the solver, respectively. To simulate turbulence, the viscous
Spalart All-maras (1 equation) model was used, with the Strain/Vorticity-based SA Production
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mode. This mode was developed for aerospace lift and drag studies and has been used to simulate
airfoils. It is a computationally efficient mode that can predict wall forces accurately and has
been developed basically for aerospace lift and drag studies. On top of that, this model is chosen
because it is computationally efficient and it has been used to correctly simulate airfoil.

To solve the system of governing partial differential equations, the continuity equation was
discretized. The Reynolds average Navier-Stokes equation (RANS) was formulated by using a
finite volume method with an algebraic segregated solver, as implemented in ANSYS Fluent.
Continuity and momentum equations were linked by the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-
Linked Equations (SIMPLE) algorithm. An algebraic multigrid (AMG) technique was used in
the iterative solver to obtain improved convergence rates. All simulations were performed under
steady-state conditions. Under relaxation conditions, factors of 0.2 and 0.6 were applied to the
pressure and momentum parameters, respectively, trading processing speed for more accurate
prediction of the physics. A run was continued until the lift and drag coefficients attained steady
values that indicated a converged solution.

At the airfoil walls, the no-slip boundary condition was assumed, which is an appropriate
condition for the velocity component at the wall. At the domain boundary, a velocity inlet-type
boundary condition was applied, in which the free-stream velocity was set, and the angle of
attack was changed between ±40◦. Multiple simulations were performed at different angles of
attack for Re = 200, 000.

Figure 7 shows the lift and drag coefficients of the double-element airfoil obtained from CFD
simulations and compared to the wind-tunnel results. The CFD lift coefficient curve showed a
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Figure 6. 2D CFD model validation for double-element S1210 airfoil at Re = 200, 000.
a) Lift coefficient. b) Drag coefficient.
- - - - - : Wind tunnel results —— :2D CFD results

very good fit with the wind-tunnel results (Figure 7.a). At angles of attack α ≥ 10◦, the lift
curve in the wind-tunnel testing began to increase. The simulated lift curve from the 2D CFD
model showed the real situation of the flow physics due to non-confined flow, in which the stall
angle was the real stall angle of the double-element S1210 airfoil.

The value of the stall angle for the double-element S1210 airfoil was 25◦, compared to 15◦

for the single S1210 airfoil. A large difference in stall angle between the airfoils (αstall = 10◦)
will contribute to increased airfoil power performance. The design proposed in this paper for
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the double-element airfoil achieved a delay in the stall angle by using a slat airfoil in front of
the main airfoil. The accuracy of the 2D CFD results were within 5% for an angle of attack (α)
in the range of ±15◦. For α ≥ 10◦, the 2D CFD model underestimated the lift coefficient.

5. Conclusion

A low Reynolds number, a high lift airfoil is selected to design a double-element airfoil. A simple
way of dividing a single airfoil into a double-element airfoil is given, based on the literature of
double-element airfoil flow physics. It is certainly a rough estimate of slat and main airfoil sizes
due to very limited or almost zero available research work on two-element airfoil for Re ≤ 500, 000
particularly used in a wind energy application. A thin airfoil S1210 was selected which performs
well at low Reynolds number Re ≤ 200, 000.

A wind tunnel test for a single S1210 airfoil and a double-element S1210 airfoil has been
performed for various Reynolds numbers. It is observed from the wind tunnel tests that, the
use of a double-element airfoil instead of a single airfoil has increased the lift coefficient and
delayed the stall angle which is very advantageous in the VAWT. An increase in the maximum
lift coefficient for Re ≥ 100, 000 has been very prominent which, indicates that, at the low wind
speed the double-element airfoil performance has been considerable. It is also observed that,
there is decrease in the lift coefficient of a double-element airfoil under the angle of attack at
which the single airfoil stalls. This phenomenon is not explainable at this stage. The wind
tunnel test results are further used to validate the 2D CFD model for the double-element airfoil.

The validation of a 2D CFD model has been a critical part of this research work. A mesh
quality had been ensured at the critical area between the slat and the main airfoil by refined
mesh. The 2D CFD simulations are in an acceptable range. However, it will be a very accurate
validation, if the 3D CFD simulation is performed. A best compromise between the expense of
3D CFD simulation and quality of 2D CFD simulation data obtained in this work was made.
Finally, 2D CFD data was accepted for further research work. Further, research needs to carry
out in both case wind tunnel experiment and the CFD simulation.
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Abstract. Awareness about wind energy is constantly growing in the world. Especially a

demand for small scale wind turbine is increasing and various products are available in market.

There are mainly two types of wind turbines, horizontal axis wind turbine and vertical axis

wind turbines. Horizontal axis wind turbines are suitable for high wind speed whereas vertical

axis wind turbines operate relatively low wind speed area. Vertical axis wind turbines are

cost effective and simple in construction as compared to the horizontal axis wind turbine.

However, vertical axis wind turbines have inherent problem of self-start inability and has low

power coefficient as compare to the horizontal axis wind turbine. These two problems can be

eliminated by incorporating the blade pitching mechanism. So, in this paper overview of various

pitch control systems is discussed and design of self-acting pitch mechanism is given. A pitch

control linkage mechanism for vertical axis wind turbine is modeled by multi-body approach

using MSC Software. Aerodynamic loads are predicted from a mathematical model based on

double multiple stream tube method. An appropriate airfoil which works at low Reynolds

number is selected for blade design. It is also focused on commercialization of the vertical axis

wind turbine which incorporates the self-acting pitch control system. These aerodynamic load

model will be coupled with the multi-body model in future work for optimization of the pitch

control linkage mechanism. A 500 Watt vertical axis wind turbine is designed and it is planned

to implement the self-acting pitch control mechanism in real model.

1. Introduction

30% of electrical energy produced worldwide is being used by households, and the demand
for energy is increasing rapidly causing a strain on existing electricity solutions. The demand
for electricity is rapidly growing in urban areas as people are migrating from the big cities.
Electricity demand in developed countries is far more different than the developing countries,
and undeveloped countries where large scale projects can be a challenge. Developed countries
need massive supply of electricity for its own cities for future exponential demand whereas
developing countries needs to lift up their un-electrified population with supplying electricity for
livelihood along side with urban demand. The price of electricity is increasing every day as well.
In short-the micro electricity generation has gained lot of importance in current energy scenario
and many wind turbine designs are under development phase to capture power of wind [1].
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Mainly, there are two types of wind turbines, horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) and
vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT). In recent research work it has been documented that VAWTs
are more economical and suitable for urban use due to their noise-free and aesthetic design [2].
Still there is a room to improve the efficiency of the VAWTs since they are not completely
understood. The VAWT power efficiency can be increased by various means, one by selecting a
proper airfoil shape, and a review of different airfoils is given in [3] in which it is found that the
thin airfoil performs better than thick airfoil. Secondly, designing a proper airfoil can improve
a power efficiency of VAWT, an optimized airfoil to increase the torque output is designed and
patented by [4]. Also use of multi-element airfoil in VAWT blade design has shown improvement
in power efficiency, [5], [6]. Thirdly, a pitch control system can improve the power efficiency
considerably and also eliminate the self-start problem of VAWT,[7]. The theory of blade pitch
control has been explained by [8] in which three different ways of pitch control are given. The
practical implementation of these methods is tried on research purpose, but there are very few
successful research wind turbines with a pitch control mechanism, one of them can be found at
[9]. It is time to implement the research out come to develop an industrial product.

In this work an attempt is made to design a VAWT with self-acting pitch control mechanism.
Essentially, a blade pitch angle is changed during the rotation of VAWT which reduces the angle
of attack and avoid the blade from stalling. Blade pitching can be done by a linkage mechanism
in which all three blade will change there angles by same amount of blade pitch angle. The
advantage of self-acting collective pitch control system is, it is very simple in construction and
easier to implement in the VAWT prototype. It can work for all rotational speed of the VAWT in
other words it can work for various tip speed ratios (TSR). The drawback is it is not the optimum
solution to increase a the power efficiency. Another mechanism, which work on aerodynamic
forces, in which during rotation of VAWT, a freely moving mass will move in and out along the
blade arm to adjust the blade pitch angle. It is also called stabilized mass balance in which
aerodynamic force creates the blade pitch movement. The drawback of this system is it can be
optimized for particular rotational speed. A VAWT of particular dimensions is designed and
a multi body simulation approach is used to design a blade pitch linkage mechanism. A MSC
software tool, ADAMS 2013.1 is used to model the VAWT and a blade pitch linkage mechanism.
The job of deciding sizes of linkage element had become easier due to the simulations in MSC
software tool. Initially single blade with its rotating arm was modeled and rotational joints were
defined and then motion was imposed to the rotor arm. It was very convenient to introduce an
angle measure for blade pitch which helped to finalize the linkage sizes.

The purpose of multi body approach is to determine in future the physical properties of the
VAWT, such as mass of blade, mass of blade arm and optimized sizes of blade pitch control
linkage mechanism. A predicted load of on VAWT will help to parameterize all these physical
properties of different element of VAWT. Further, the moment at the VAWT tower can be
calculated for design of support structure. A displacement of blade structure due to aerodynamic
loading can also be calculated for design of blade arm.

In selection of airfoil and design of VAWT, an overview of airfoils used for VAWT blade
design is given and an appropriate airfoil is selected and later on design specifications are given.
and design of VAWT is given. In aerodynamics of VAWT and pitch angle calculations, a method
to determine the aerodynamic forces is selected and the detail about pitch angle determination
is given. In pitch control system modeling, an overview of different pitch control methods are
discussed and further a multi body approach is used to design a self acting pitch control linkage
mechanism. In simulation and results, power coefficient versus wind speed and tip speed ratio
is calculated with and without pitch control. Also a future work is discussed. In conclusion, the
outcome of the research work is submersed.
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2. Selection of airfoil and design of VAWT

2.1. Airfoil

The airfoil is main concern in the success of VAWT performance. Until recently VAWT is
been not in focus of researchers after HAWTs commercial success in late 90’s to develop the
highly efficient technological product. Now it has become interest for many researchers to look
back the aerodynamics of VAWT so that the proper airfoil can be designed. There are few
successful commercial product which are developed based on aerodynamic airfoil design for
VAWT application [10]-[12]. The result of this ended with interesting discoveries, and lead to
the innovative VAWT commercial products [1]. The airfoil shape contributes in the generation
of a lift coefficient by pressure difference in upper and lower surface.

In this paper, a recently designed airfoil for a small horizontal axis wind turbine is used which
startup at a low wind speed, the airfoil is called airfish AF300, [13]. The author has mentioned
that, this airfoil works for Reynolds number ranging from Re = 38, 000 to Re = 205, 000, which
means, it is intended for low wind speed condition. AF300 is designed by addition of 1% to 3%
in the trailing edge of the airfoil S1223 and 1% to 5% thickness in trailing edge of the airfoil
S1210 [14].

2.2. Design of VAWT

A design of rotor for VAWT is very important in which the blade pitch mechanism can be
efficiently incorporated with less geometrical complexities. The size of the rotor is based on the
solidity and the aspect ratio, for which rotor performance is good at the desired wind speed. The
aspect ratio is the ratio of the rotor height to the rotor diameter. The aspect ratio for VAWT
of peak power under 20 kW is chosen between 0.5 to 1.5 [15]. The higher the aspect ratio of the
rotor, the larger the rotational speed of the rotor due to slenderness. The rotor designed in this
work has a height H = 1.5m and a diameter Dr = 1.25m which gives a aspect ratio of 1.2.

Rotor solidity is yet another parameter of VAWT design which is defined as the ratio of the
total blade planform area to the turbine swept area. It is well known that, the solidity affects
the power coefficient of the rotor and is thoroughly studied by, [16],[17]. The solidity of the
rotor can be expressed as,

σ =
N c

Dr
(1)

Where N is total number of blades, c is the chord length of the blade and Dr is the rotor
diameter. Higher solidity means the higher peak power coefficient due to to fact that it gives
more torque as compare to the less solidity rotor. However, the power coefficient over tip speed
ratio remains narrow. The solidity of the rotor, is depends on the range of the operating speed
of the rotor. The rotor which is designed for low wind speed, will have low rotational speed,
and it has to have a high solidity and vice a versa. So, it is better to choose moderate range of
operating speed by compromising power coefficient and the total power output. As observed by
Kirke, the solidity for the straight-bladed VAWT is good between 0.1 to 0.3 [16]. In this work
a solidity σ = 0.27 which falls within the best range.

It is well known that the VAWT creates cyclic vibrations due to periodic loading which is
critical for mechanical structure and electrical power system design. Periodic fluctuation occurs
due the number of blades used in VAWT. A two-bladed VAWT has a higher torque fluctuation
than the three-bladed VAWT, and so forth, [18]. The position of blade and the variation of
aerodynamic forces on these blades causes the torque fluctuations and self starting issues [19].
A three-bladed VAWT with 120◦ azimuthal angle difference has less torque fluctuations due to
the relatively steady aerodynamic forces. Also, three-bladed VAWT has fewer cost than the
four-bladed VAWT.

A wind turbine blade is manufactured by hand lay-up process using glass fiber material, for
more details on blade manufacturing one may contact corresponding author of this paper. A
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die for AF300 airfoil blade structure is first manufactured and it can be used to make multiple
blades. A linkage mechanism is not yet manufactured which will be done after multi-body
simulations. An direct electrical alternator of 3 phase is also designed and manufactured. An
alternating current and voltage will be measured by a data logger which has a DC current and
voltage measuring circuitry. A wind speed, wind direction and a rotor speed can be measured
with the customized data logger.

Figure 1. 500 Watt VAWT

3. Aerodynamics of VAWT and pitch angle calculation

The aerodynamics of VAWT and the flow around the rotor are mainly studied with the multiple
actuator disc theory [20]. The Velocity components at various locations in the flow area are
interesting and calculated by the momentum theory and the blade element theory. The double
multiple stream tube method (DMSTM) proposed by [21] is used in this work. In DMSTM, the
flow field outside the rotor is divided into two subfields placed; upstream and downstream of
the rotor. The fluid flow is considered to be inviscid and incompressible for the calculation of
the induced velocity through the each stream tube.

3.1. Pitch angle calculation

In a VAWT with blade pitch control mechanism, a blade is rotated by an angle for which the
torque is maximum. Change of blade angle causes reduction in the flow angle. From Figure 2,
the expression of the flow angle is given by,

ϕij(ϑij) = αij(ϑij) + βpi(ϑij) (2)

where αij(ϑij) is the local angle of attack, and βpi(ϑij) is the blade pitch angle for blade 1,2 and
3 in upstream and down stream of the rotor respectively. The blade pitch angle for blade 1,2
and 3 in collective pitch control mechanism is given as follows;

βpi(ϑij) = βi(ϑij) sin(ϑij) (3)

where i = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to the number of blades and in equations (2) and (3) j = u;
m = 0, cn = π and for j = d; m = π, n = 2π. A numerical simulation is carried out by keeping
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pitch angle amplitude βi = ±5◦. The mechanism is able to accommodate blade pitch amplitude
in the range of ±40◦. The pitch control mechanism designed in this work has a capability of
sinusoidal variation of the blade pitch angle with respect to the blade position in rotor plane.
Therefore a flow angle and blade pitch angle variation with respect to the azimuthal position of
the blade is plotted in the Figure 3. In Figure 3.a flow angle variation with respect to azimuthal
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angle is shown for selected TSR’s. For low TSR the flow angle is higher than the high TSR.
The amplitude of blade pitch angle is keep constant for this analysis. However it would be
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needed to change according to the flow TSR. In future it planed to design such a system which
accommodate the change of blade pitch amplitude with respect to the TSR’s.

4. Pitch control system Modeling

4.1. Overview of pitch control system

To extract the more power output from VAWT a blade angle with respect to its axis is changed.
This can be done by active or passive force. An overview of different methods used for blade
pitching are described in, [8]:

• self acting pitch control also called as passive pitch control.

• force pitch control also called as active pitch control.

A Self acting variable pitch mechanism uses aerodynamic forces to actuate self acting devices
and works by creating pitching moment about blade pivot [22]. This method is totally based
on the individual aerodynamic load balance on each blade. A formulation of the pitch angle is
based on the aerodynamic load balance at each blade. To implement this method in practice, it
is difficult to design an optimal mechanism which works in the operating range of the VAWT.
The mechanism can perform very well at particular wind conditions. It is not yet commercially
implemented in the VAWT, but a conceptual design can be found in [8]. In another mechanism,
the passive pitch control system uses mass stabilized or mass spring stabilized blades. In which
a mass act as a centrifugal force generator during rotation. One such mechanism is given by [23].
In this concept, a blade starts at a higher angle of attack to produce torque at lower speeds.
When the rotational speed increases, the mass is forced outwards, and the blade is moved to a
reduced angle of attack.

In the individual blade pitch control method, theses problems of large vibration and
complexity of design parameters of the collective pitch control system are eliminated.
Aerodynamic performance of the individual pitch control system for VAWT showed an increase
in performance by 60% as compared with standard VAWT without pitch control [24]. With
this method a pitch angle for each blade is calculated separately by two ways, i) based on
sinusoidal input where the pitch angle is directly related to the azimuthal angle of the blade
and the magnitude of fixed pitch angle or ii) a pitch angle required for each blade is calculated
individually to maximize the VAWT rotor torque.

In forced pitch variation, individual blades are actuated by gears or cam actuator devices
called pinson cycloturbine, [25], [26] and [27]. This method is also called collective blade pitch
because the change of the pitch angle is same for all blades which varies with the azimuthal
position of the blade. To implement this method in practice, it is less complicated than
the individual pitch control system. One problem found in this type of mechanism is that
blades cannot be configured for high efficiency at high rotational speeds, which results in loss of
performance [28]. A study carried out by Hwang et al. showed that the collective pitch control
has generated 30% more power output than the similar wind turbine with fixed pitch control
system [24]. Also, it is found by Kirke and Lazauskas that, the collective pitch control wind
turbine has a higher starting torque and efficiency along with large vibration forces [29]. In this
work a forced collective pitch mechanism is designed and will be implemented in VAWT.

4.2. Pitch control linkage mechanism : multi body simulation approach

Multi body system is defined for the VAWT in this section. The purpose of multi body system
analysis is to design the parameters of the pitch control system, theses parameters are mainly
length of links used to connect the blades. A linkage mechanism is utilized to change the pitch
angle of the blade in a cyclic method, which makes this turbine to be a cyclo VAWT. The
amplitude of pitch angle is decided by mathematical calculations for which the VAWT can
perform well.
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As shown in Figure 4, a pitch angle is changed by a linkage mechanism in cyclic order. Three
blades are connected with the three links of same length (Ll). All three links are pivoted at one
end of offset link of length (Lo), and the other end of the offset link is pivoted at the center of
the rotor. The amplitude of offset is decided based on the total amount of blade pitch angle
required which is calculated in next section. Ω represents the rotational speed of the rotor, βp

Ll

Ll

Ll

Lo

V
∞

Ω

βp

Offset link

Link pivot

X

Y

Blade 1

Blade 2

Blade 3

Figure 4. Schematic of pitch control mechanism

is the pitch angle of the blade. There is a need of the initial setting of the linkage mechanism
with respect to the direction of wind flow. Therefore, a offset link is attached with a vane which
remains in the direction of wind flow. Vane will rotate the link about its pivot at wind turbine
rotor axis, causing the three link pivot to change its orientation at required position. Figure 5
shows the vane attached to the linkage mechanism. The specifications of the VAWT in this are
given in Table 1.

Table 1. Specifications of VAWT
Description Symbol Value Unit
Rotor diameter Dr 1.250 m
Rotor height H 1.5 m
AF300 Airfoil
Chord length c 0.2 m
Length of Blade link Ll 0.625 m
Length of Offset link Lo 0.065 m
Range of pitch angle β ±40◦
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Figure 5. Vane for initial setting of mechanism

5. Simulation and Results

A VAWT performance is given by the power coefficient and the total power output. In this work
a DMSTM is used to calculate the total power from the VAWT with and without pitch control
mechanism. Figure 6.a shows the power coefficient of the VAWT with respect to the wind speed
and the Figure 6.b shows the power coefficient of the VAWT versus the tip speed ratio. The
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——: results without pitch control - - - -: results with pitch control

performance parameters power coefficient and power output of the VAWT are compared with the
reference wind turbine (NREL) [30] and it is fund that the mathematical model deviates by 10%
from the experimental results. It is accepted to proceed with the accuracy of the mathematical
model used in this work. The use of 5◦ blade pitch angle amplitude has shown improvement of
power coefficient by 12%. Also it can be seen from the Figure 7 that the maximum total power
output from the VAWT is increased by 20%.
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Conclusion

In this paper overview of various pitch control systems is discussed and design of collective
pitch control linkage mechanism carried out with use of multi-body model. Aerodynamic loads
are predicted from a mathematical model based on double multiple stream tube method. An
appropriate airfoil which works at low Reynolds number is selected for blade design. It is also
focused on commercialization of the vertical axis wind turbine which incorporates the collective
blade pitch control system. It is observe from the mathematical model that with only 5◦ of blade
pitch angle amplitude there has been increase in the power coefficient of the VAWT by 12%.
Further a 500 Watt vertical axis wind turbine is manufactured and it is planned to implement
the collective pitch control linkage mechanism. Multi-body model is going to be used for force
analysis so that the linkage mechanism can be optimized. Also the purpose of using MSC
Software tool was to further develop the dynamic simulation model of VAWT coupled with
wind loads for detail structural analysis.
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Abstract.As Development of small vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT) for urban use is becoming an 

interesting topic both within industry and academia. However, there are few new designs of vertical 

axis turbines which are customized for building integration. These are getting importance because 

they operate at low rotational speed producing very less noise during operation, although these are 

less efficient than Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWT). The efficiency of a VAWT has been 

significantly improved by H-Darrieus VAWT design based on double airfoil technology as 

demonstrated by the authors in a previous publication. Further, it is well know that the variation of the 

blade pitch angle during the rotation improves the power efficiency. A blade pitch variation is 

implemented by active blade pitch control, which operates as per wind speed and position of the blade 

with respect to the rotor. A double multiple stream tube method is used to determine the performance 

of the H-Darrieus VAWT. The power coefficient is compared with that of a fixed pitch and a variable 

pitch double airfoil blade VAWT. It is demonstrated that an improvement in power coefficient by 

20% is achieved and the turbine could start at low wind speed. 

 

Introduction 

Small wind turbines are getting economically viable due to technological developments and new 

turbine ideas, which are producing more power output. Vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT's) are 

more suitable for small power generation for building due to low tip speed ratios, simple construction 

and independent on wind direction. However, due to low power efficiency of VAWT'shas achieved 

less popularity than horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT's). The power efficiency of VAWT can be 

improved by individual blade pitch mechanism of which there are mainly two ways of control 

mechanisms: force pitch control i.e. active pitch control and self-acting pitch control i.e. passive pitch 

control, [1]. In forced pitch variation, individual blades are actuated by gears or cam actuator devices 

called pinsoncycloturbine, [2-4]. Self-acting variable pitch mechanism uses aerodynamic forces to 

actuate self-acting devices, which work by creating pitching moment about airfoil pivot. More details 

can be found in [5]. 

In the current theoretical work an active blade pitch mechanism has been implemented for three 

straight bladed Darrieus wind turbine so called proposed by the authors [6]. 

blade design consists of two airfoils denoted the main and slat airfoil.Individual blade 

pitch control law directly proportional to the pitch amplitude is implemented to change the effective 

angle of attack during rotation. Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of a double airfoil are used 

to estimate the power output. Blade pitch action for the VAWT has shown benefit in self-start ability 

and improvement in the power coefficient. This paper focus on theoretical analysis of pitch controller 

for  and a comparison of the performance of a traditional VAWT and A 

prototype testing of a  is undergoing research work in current project and validation of 

the theory will be done eventually. 
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Wind turbine model 

proposedin [6] consists of a double airfoil straight blade design as shown in Figure 1. 

Each blade consists of a main airfoil and a slat airfoil. The schematic of 2-Dimensional view of 

is represented in Figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Schematic Diagram of Proposed  

 

In Figure 1 MAj and SAj are designating the main airfoil and the slat airfoil respectively which 

represents blade j.  is the rotor angular speed and  is the fixed geometric angle between the main 

and the slat airfoil and is same for all three blades.  The angles represents the azimuthal angle of 

blade j. The sign of the indicated angles has been defined in Figure 1. The geometric parameters of the 

are given in the Table 1. TE represents trailing edge. 

 

Aerodynamics of  

 

Aerodynamics of VAWT and the flow around the rotor is mainly studied by multiple actuator disc 

theory, [7]. Velocity components at various locations in flow area are of interest which is calculated 

by the momentum theory and the blade element theory. There are various formulations of the method 

such as the single stream tube method (SSTM), multiple stream tube method (MSTM) and the double 

multiple stream tube method (DMSTM), where the latter approach offers more precise prediction,[8]. 

In DMSTM, the flow field outside the rotor is divided into two subfields placed; upstream and 

downstream of the rotor. The fluid flow is considered to be inviscid and incompressible for the 

calculation of the induced velocity through the each stream tube. Since the flow field is divided into 

two halves, it is necessary to derive the local angle of attack and the local relative velocity for 

upstream and downstream of the rotor individually. To obtain theses quantities an index j is used 

where j = u and j=d corresponds to upstream and downstream half of the flow region, respectively. 

The upstream induced velocity V au is given by the following formula, 
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where, is the upstream axial induction factor and V is the free stream velocity and . 

There exists a reduction in the wind induced velocity at downstream of the rotor and denoted by 

which is given as follows, 

 

.            (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Geometric parameters of  b) Aerodynamics forces on  

 

  Fig. 2: Geometric Parameters and Aerodynamic Forces on Blade 1 

 

where  is the downstream induction factor,  corresponds to the downstream induced velocity 

which holds relation .Once the induced velocities are calculated aerodynamic forces can be 

obtained by airfoil free body diagrams. The geometric parameters related to the double airfoil are 

given in Figure 2.a.  

 

Lift and drag forces per unit length acting on the slat airfoil are  and respectively. The 

normal and tangential forces acting on a slat airfoil are and respectively. The basic 

aerodynamic formulation of the main and the slat airfoil of design are separately 

derived. The lift and drag coefficients of the main airfoil , and the slat airfoil , are taken 

from previous experimental study by the authors of this paper, [6]. 
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Aerodynamics of a Main Airfoil (MA1) 

 

The velocity at the inlet of the rotor and the outlet of the rotor is different as shown in Figure 3.a. 

Inlet velocity is the free stream velocity represented by and outlet velocity is the wake velocity  

 

 

 

 

a) Main airfoil of blade 1 b) Slat airfoil of blade 2 
 

Fig.4: Velocity Component Double Airfoil 

 

The tangential velocity component and the normal velocity component of the main airfoil in 

upstream half of the rotor can be expressed as, 

 

.                       (3) 

 

.                        (4) 

 

is the radius of therotor, and is the azimuth angle of the blade 1. Referring to Figure 4, the 

flow angle can be expressed as, 

 

.             (5) 

 

Substituting the values of and from equation (3) and (4) we get, 

.          (6) 
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For variable pitch control of a Darrieus rotor; the flow angle is often represented by following 

equation, 

.             (7) 

 

where is the local angle of attack and  is the blade pitch angle in upstream and down stream of 

the rotor respectively. The blade pitch angle is expressed as, 

 

.            (8) 

 

is the amplitude of pitch angle variation which is equal to or less than airfoil stall angle. The 

negative sign indicates the sign for blade rotation. The variation of the local relative flow 

velocity can be given as follows, 

 

) .        (9) 

 

The directions of the lift and drag  forces per unit length and their tangential  and 

normal  force components are shown in Figure 4. The tangential force coefficient  is 

basically given by addition of tangential components of lift  and drag  forces. The normal force 

coefficient  is the difference between the normal component of the lift  and the 

drag forces. The expression of tangential force coefficient and normal force component 

 are given as, 

 

.                    (10) 

 

.                    (11) 

 

The lift and the drag coefficients in equation (10) and (11) are obtained from experiment for 

particular Reynolds number. The formulation of Reynolds number of the VAWT can be given by 

Equation (19). 

 

.         (12) 

 

.         (13) 

 

where is the rotor frontal area,  is the total height of the rotor.By integrating along blade 

length a total torque on the complete blade as a function of azimuthalangle is obtained as follows, 

 

.        (14) 

 

where, is the number of blades and is the radius of the rotor. 

Therefore the total torque on both halves of the rotor is given by integrating over azimuthal angle 

as follows. 

 

.        (15) 
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In equation (15) for : n and for  : , .The torque coefficient 

and hence the power coefficient are given as, 

 

.           (16) 

 

.           (17) 

 

The power coefficient of the whole rotor contribution from the main airfoil is the weighted sum of 

the upstream power coefficient and the downstream power coefficient , which is denoted by 

given as, 

 

.           (18) 

 

It is well know that VAWTs operates under low Reynolds number and the performance of the 

airfoil degrade as Reynolds number is lowered. So, it is important to determine the Reynolds number 

at the blade chord at the selection of an airfoil for use in VAWTs. Therefore, a local Reynolds number 

of the blade 1 at different azimuthal angle is expressed by the following equation, [9] 

 

.                     (19) 

 

where is the rotor Reynolds number, is the air viscosity and  is the main airfoil chord length. 

Reynolds number varies with the relative velocity which is depends on the azimuthal angle at each 

blade. It is observed from the plot of Reynolds number versus azimuthal angle and relative velocity 

versus azimuthal angle that the variation of Reynolds number is relatively less. Hence it is assumed in 

this work that the Reynolds number is constant over the VAWT rotor. Therefore the aerodynamic 

characteristics and are used for calculated Reynolds number using equation (19).  

 

Aerodynamics of a SlatAirfoil (SA1) 

Aerodynamic load calculation for a slat airfoil is based on the basic formulae explained in the 

previous section. Figure 4.b shows that the azimuthal angle of the slat airfoil of blade 1 is 

dependent on the azimuthal angle  of main airfoil of blade 1. Geometric angle of a slat airfoil 

in upstream and downstream half of the rotor for blade 1 can be expressed in following equation. 

.                                          (20)  

For blade 2 and blade 3 azimuthal angles are given by changing the suffix to 2 and 3 respectively in 

equation (20). Therefore in what follows all equations are derived for blade 1 in which the azimuthal 

angle of the main airfoil is denoted by and azimuthal angle of the slat airfoil is represented by  

It is noted that and varies in the range from in upstream and from in downstream 

half of the rotor. The fixed azimuthal angle is the angle between main and slat airfoil and  is the 

same for all blades. The pitch angle  in equation (20) is introduced due to effect of rotation of 

main airfoil. The slat airfoil position and orientation is fixed relative to main airfoil in local frame of 

main airfoilx-y. However, a blade pitch angle of the main airfoil is introduced which will change the 

position and the orientation of a slat airfoil in global fixed frame represented by X-Y coordinate 

system. The effect is azimuthal angle of slat airfoil get reduced by amount of pitch angle . 
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Numerical example 

The numerical analysis of  is performed in this section for which, the geometric 

parameters are given in Table 1.  

Table 1: Geometric parameters of  

Description  Symbol Value Unit 

Rotor Height  6.1  
Rotor Diameter  1.22  
Main Airfoil chord length  0.085  
Slat airfoil chord length  0.0425  
Main airfoil thickness  0.034  
Slat airfoil thickness  0.017  
Slat TE position x-direction   0.015  
Slat TE position y-direction  0.006  
Slat airfoil angle   -16  

       Figure 5 shows the numerical results in which a performance is compared, with pitch controller and 

without pitch controllerfor blade of  
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Fig. 5: Numerical results a) Power coefficient.  b) Power output of  

 

      The experimental aerodynamic properties of a double airfoil are used from previous research 

work carried out by the authors. A performance of is calculated for pitch angle 

with geometric parameters given in Table 1. It is observed that the power coefficient of 

 is increased by 20% due to implementation of an active blade pitch controller. The 

numerical results are not validated in this paper however the analytical method used is shown in [9-10] 

to be accurate enough for acceptance of the results. It has been shown in study [10] that the variation 

of results obtained by analytical DMSTM and experimental field test data for Darrieus three bladed 

VAWT is less than 5% over different tip speed ratios.   
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Summary  

In this paper the performance of a new design of straight three bladed Darrieus vertical axis wind 

turbine is analyzed with considering the active blade pitch controller. Double multiple stream tube 

method is used to derivethe aerodynamic equations for  and an experimental data has 

been used in calculation of the performance. A numerical example shows that the use of a small blade 

pitch angle of has improved the power coefficient of  from 45% to 55%. Due to active 

blade pitching action the power output curve has shown improvement by earlier generation of power 

which supports the self-starting ability of a VAWT.  
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124 Chapter E – Aerodynamic characteristics of DU06-W200 an d double-element S1210 airfoils

Table E.1 DU06-W200 Aerodynamic characteristics atRe = 160, 000

α cL cD α cL cD α cL cD
-87 -0.1731 1.8069 -25 -0.6377 0.3861 11 0.9923 0.0203 57 0.9981 0.8735
-85 -0.225 1.7641 -23 -0.5913 0.3647 12 1.0327 0.0202 58 0.9692 0.9157
-84 -0.2827 1.7105 -21 -0.5391 0.2051 13 1.05 0.0201 60 0.9346 0.9473
-83 -0.3346 1.6571 -20 -0.4812 0.1412 14 1.0615 0.0199 61 0.9058 0.9895
-81 -0.375 1.6251 -18 -0.4116 0.1197 16 1.0673 0.0303 63 0.8712 1.0105
-79 -0.4788 1.5288 -16 -0.3478 0.0876 17 0.5135 0.0302 64 0.8423 1.0316
-78 -0.5077 1.4754 -13 -0.2783 0.0768 17 0.525 0.0406 66 0.7846 1.0843
-76 -0.5423 1.4218 -11 -0.2145 0.0661 18 0.5423 0.0509 69 0.7385 1.1265
-74 -0.5885 1.3897 -9 -0.1565 0.0553 20 0.5885 0.0614 71 0.7038 1.2003
-73 -0.6231 1.3043 -8 -0.1043 0.0445 21 0.6115 0.0719 72 0.6635 1.2319
-68 -0.6493 1.2615 -6 -0.0754 0.0231 22 0.6577 0.0824 73 0.6231 1.2846
-67 -0.6667 1.2082 -5 -0.029 0.0229 24 0.6865 0.1139 74 0.5885 1.3268
-65 -0.7072 1.1654 -4 0.0058 0.0227 25 0.7212 0.1244 76 0.5423 1.3795
-64 -0.7478 1.1121 0 0 0.0117 25 0.7558 0.1454 78 0.5077 1.4111
-63 -0.7768 1.0694 1 0.0923 0.0116 26 0.7904 0.3674 79 0.4788 1.4638
-61 -0.8406 1.0267 2 0.1385 0.0114 27 0.8192 0.399 80 0.4385 1.5165
-59 -0.9449 1.0053 2 0.1904 0.0113 29 0.8654 0.42 81 0.375 1.5586
-58 -0.9855 0.9733 3 0.2308 0.0111 32 0.9808 0.4622 83 0.3346 1.6007
-56 -1.0261 0.92 3 0.3058 0.011 34 1.0154 0.4833 84 0.2827 1.6533
-53 -1.0493 0.8986 3 0.3462 0.0108 35 1.0385 0.5254 85 0.225 1.7269
-50 -1.0725 0.8772 4 0.4442 0.0107 36 1.0615 0.5571 87 0.1731 1.7899
-47 -1.0493 0.8345 4 0.3865 0.0106 37 1.0789 0.5782 89 0.1327 1.8003
-45 -1.0435 0.7918 5 0.4904 0.0106 39 1.1019 0.652
-40 -1.0029 0.7171 5 0.5423 0.0104 42 1.1019 0.6731
-37 -0.9623 0.6744 6 0.6231 0.0209 44 1.1135 0.7047
-35 -0.8986 0.6424 7 0.6865 0.0102 47 1.1135 0.7469
-33 -0.8406 0.5997 7 0.7673 0.0101 49 1.1019 0.7891
-32 -0.7942 0.525 7 0.8538 0.0101 52 1.0789 0.8102
-29 -0.742 0.4823 9 0.9115 0.01 53 1.0558 0.823
-26 -0.6841 0.4502 10 0.9519 0.0204 55 1.0327 0.8418
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Table E.2 Double-element S1210 airfoil Aerodynamic characteristics atRe = 200, 000

α cL cD α cL cD α cL cD α cL cD
-180 0 0.3251 -130 1.02 1.53 10 1.77 0.4 130 0.06 1.39
-179 0.11 0.3252 -125 0.955 1.66 15 2 0.55 135 0.075 1.235
-178 0.22 0.3254 -120 0.875 1.785 20 2.13 0.71 140 0.13 1.06
-177 0.33 0.3257 -115 0.76 1.89 21 2.14 0.75 145 0.255 0.885
-176 0.44 0.3262 -110 0.63 1.98 22 2.15 0.78 150 0.3376 0.72
-175 0.524 0.3271 -105 0.5 2.05 23 2.16 0.82 153 0.405 0.644
-174 0.6228 0.3282 -100 0.365 2.095 24 2.17 0.86 154 0.4076 0.6205
-173 0.71 0.3295 -95 0.23 2.115 25 2.17 0.89 155 0.4103 0.597
-172 0.7879 0.3309 -90 0.09 2.115 30 2.09 1.06 156 0.3942 0.575
-171 0.8526 0.3326 -85 -0.05 2.095 35 2.09 1.24 157 0.3781 0.553
-170 0.8983 0.3344 -80 -0.185 2.065 40 2.04 1.4 158 0.3437 0.532
-169 0.9249 0.3363 -75 -0.32 2.015 45 1.96 1.54 159 0.3093 0.511
-168 0.9279 0.3385 -70 -0.45 1.95 50 1.87 1.665 160 0.2695 0.46
-167 0.9104 0.3409 -65 -0.575 1.87 55 1.78 1.78 161 0.2297 0.409
-166 0.8803 0.409 -60 -0.67 1.78 60 1.685 1.87 162 0.1996 0.3409
-165 0.8405 0.46 -55 -0.76 1.665 65 1.56 1.95 163 0.1821 0.3385
-164 0.8007 0.511 -50 -0.85 1.54 70 1.43 2.015 164 0.1851 0.3363
-163 0.7663 0.532 -45 -0.93 1.4 75 1.295 2.065 165 0.2117 0.3344
-162 0.7319 0.553 -40 -1.23 1.02 80 1.16 2.095 166 0.2574 0.3326
-161 0.7158 0.575 -35 -1.17 0.85 85 1.02 2.115 167 0.3221 0.3309
-160 0.6997 0.597 -30 -1.05 0.67 90 0.88 2.115 168 0.4 0.3295
-159 0.7024 0.6205 -25 -0.86 0.51 95 0.745 2.095 169 0.4872 0.3282
-158 0.705 0.644 -20 -0.59 0.36 100 0.61 2.05 170 0.586 0.3271
-155 0.7724 0.72 -15 -0.27 0.22 105 0.48 1.98 171 0.67 0.3262
-150 0.855 0.885 -10 0.15 0.18 110 0.35 1.89 172 0.78 0.3257
-145 0.98 1.06 -5 0.58 0.17 115 0.235 1.785 173 0.89 0.3254
-140 1.035 1.235 0 1.03 0.2 120 0.155 1.66 174 1 0.3252
-135 1.05 1.39 5 1.44 0.28 125 0.09 1.53
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